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Chemical Analysis of Luminescence
# 107.

EXCITATION AND RECORDING OF RADIANCE DURING THE

IATrVAIV
Mr

CHMIC

ANALYSIS OF

EXCITATION OF LUMINESCENCE.
The photo-excitation can
be effecte3 by any of the three methods indicated in Fig 202.
Prom the emission spectrum of the source (1), through a filter (2), a narrow spectrum band has been serrated which then,
by means of a condenser (3), will be focused on the investigated object (5).
The recording part plus setup can be performed in many different ways.
For a qualitative analysis, quite
often a visual observation of the
7r
radiance is all that is required.
To meter the integral intensity
.
of the radiance, photosuters are
,
being used into whose opening the
luminescence will be focused by
a condenser (4).
In those cases
when it is necessary to determine
the energy distribution in the speoI
.trum
of luminescence a speotro-photometric devise (t) is used
1
instead of a photometer.
Here,
either the watcher's eye (a visual
method) or a photo-film, photoSelement,
photo-amplifter, etc.
(an objective method) can serve
as the receiver of em"ssions (7).
of the method of
SRegardless
the experiment applied rays of the
exciting light can enter the receiver together with the luminescence.
Three possible
Fig. 202.
ways of exciting the lumiThe mostdrasic errors may occur
nesconce: a- front excitta- when the radiance to be meterEd
tion; b- side excitation;
has a low Intensity, and the rpcc- through excitation; 1elver Is very sensitive in the
lighting source; 2,2'- cr- frequency range of the excitirp
ossed light-filters; 3 , 4 light.
7o pre';ent the above, a metho'
condensers; 5- obJect to
be investigated; 6- monoa'Crossed filters Is being appl! -_
of
chromator; 7- receiver of
Immedtately after the source (I),

eftskson.
ultra violet emission.

a ftlter (2) is mounted which w1i'.
absorb the visible part of the
spectrum, and will let through t1.,
mounted after *;it
second
filter,(2')
A

I

.
4

obiect (5), will let ,hr,,,,'in the luminescence lIl•n.
completely absorb the ex.tn•
rays.
:n those cases when it is necessary to determine the
cnape of the luminescence spectrum, the method of crossed f12lters can be used only with a certain reservation.
It is hard
..91 alyzed
Vit will

t., select such a light-filter (21)

which would fully absorb

tne light of luminescence.
In practice, this filter
will always, to a certain degree absorb the emitted radiance (and
not evenly as per its
spectrum) this distorting the shape of
1 he luminescence spectrum itself.
The most often used method of excitation i3 shown in Fig.
202,A.
Here, the rays of the exciting light are directed at
an angle of }0° - 450 to the specimen surface.
The watching
is done at 90 to its
surface.
With such arrangement of apparatus, only a negligible part of the exciting light rays dissipated by the vessel walls and the surface of the object
itself,
will enter the receiver.
The above setup has no particular advantage in those cases when the investigated object
is avidly absorbing the rays of the exciting light.
They are
only slightly penetrating the object mass, and the receiver
will record the actual radiance emitted by the specimen surface.
At the same time, the influence of the luminescence secondary
absorption (see below) is reduced to a minimum.
Sometimes, it is convenient to use the method shown in
Fig. 202,B, where the rays of the exciting light are at ý0o
to the direction of observation.
The above method is being
applied when working with solutions which only to a very small
degree are absobing the rays of the exciting light.
It is
there assumed that over their entire travei through the solution, the exciting rays have a constant intensity of radionce.
With such a setup, the influence of the dissipated light can
Le reduced to a minimum to lower the secondary absorption, the
the light source should be positioned in such a way that the
radiance was excited along the front wall of-the vessea, at 9g0
to the direction of watching.
The above method is used when
it is necessary to take into consideration the percentage of
the exciting light whiCh was absorbed by the emanating substance; likewise, the above methd is suitable for metering the
degree of the radiance polarization.
When metering the polarization, either a polarized or
natural light is used as a source of excitation.
With the
former, the degree of the radiance polarization is much hlýiner
than with the lr~tter.
Formula >1"1.3) !-an be used for conversion.. With the polarized l
-.sea
_gb'. as a source of exclfat'c;.
a polarization prism will be mcu•ir,ted after the source (1); i,&wever, the prism will reduce the tntenslty of the exciting i'P.
to less tnan one-half of the orig!nal.
Consequently, the atove
method might be used when inves'sip-ating the objects with anintensive radiance.
Natural I!.Th- Is being used when work:ni;
in weekly luminescence objects w'iose radian..ce has a 2onsP.,:b1'

______
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-

of pla;'.7.degre!
qe'e:
r.e
Zf polariza!:n*on.
;1ld be replace! by t:,e
*Te spectrum apparat As (J)
z -eeve the spectr'um of
: metering the pclarizert '..
:,, larAzatt)n, a Quartz monochr mrat.,r snall be mountedi after
•ne sourze (1), and the raulanct. Pxcite.i by differen- waveiengths.
where the so'Arce (1) of
,
The method shcwn in Fig.
excitation, the object to be investigated (5) and the receiver (7) are all mounted on the same optical axis, is the least
mUttable for investigationw of thc luminescence, and therefcre
Here, with a "throi:'2h" excitation, there is a
seldom used.
biggest chance that the exciting light will enter the receiver,
and very
crossed filters will be required to stop it.
Morecver, in such a case the influence if the secondary absorpt:on (see below) can be particularly high. This method is
used when investigating a lengthy radiance (phosphorence).
After the excitation has beer, already stopped, and no exciting
light can enter the receiver.
For other types of excitation (the cathode X-ray, radio active, etc. emissions), different other sources of excitation
are being used, but the recording part of the installation remains the same.
In the luAineacence analysis, quite often one has to deal
with small amounts of substances, many of them with a weak
In result, the luminescence intensity of the specradiance.
.imen under investigation can turn out to be very small,
Indeed, and its measuring - very difficult. Thus, it is very
important to select the most favorable conditions for the
experiment.
Beside being characteristic to the substance itself, the
intensity of the radiance depends primarily on the intensity
of the exciting light; usuailly, this intensity is being determined by the amount of absorbed energy of the exciting source
Therefore, for exciting an intensive radiance, criradiance.
tical is not the magnitude of the source Integral brightness,
but its brightness in the absorbed spectral zone. Considering
that different sources have a different distribution of energy
along their respective spectrum. When selecting a source one
should establish how high is its radiance in the spectrum interval to be used. Usually, the most advantageous ts the spectral
sector close to the maximum of the substance absorption apectrim;
tnen, in the scheme shown in Fig. 202, A, the distortion of the
luminescence spectrum due to "ts secondary absorption (see belcw) will be at its minimum, and the s-nemes, 202, 8 and C, the radiance intensity at its max'mum.
To find bhe moat absorbatle sector of the spectrum, it "s
sometimes enough to use a qualitat've estimate by watching h)%
deep the exciting rays of the varlous wave-lengths are penetrating a vessel filled with the sulition. Such an estimate :r
be performed easily as, on Its path of listribution, the excit.rtn
light leaves a distinct, radiant track; The stronger the
absorption, the shorter will be the track.
,-.ee
J,

j
,,

When selecting the wave-length of the.exciting light, o:re
should keep in mind that, accordIng to Vavilov's Law, the
quantum output of the luaminescence is sufficiently high only
in the stokes' part of the spectrum, and in the anti-stokes'
part It drops sharply.
Thus, to obtain an intensive radiance,
it is vital that wave-length of the exciting light was shorter
than that of the luminescence spectrum maximum.
According to
the stokes-Lomelle Law. the above condition is automatically
satisfied if the wav6-A nZths used for the excitation are within the maximum zone of the absorption spectrum.
THE SECONDARY ABSORPTION. When,carrying out the analysis,
one should take into account that the shape of the specimen
luminescence spectrum can be highly distorted by the secondary
Due to the fact that
absorption of the luminescence light.
the spectra of absorption and luminescence superimpose each
other (Pig. 187), coming out of the solution depth the luminescence light will be partly absorbed by the molecules of the
vadisting substance themselves.
This secondary absorption( the
"re-absorption") is the more intensive the more accurate is
the superimposition of the spectra, the longer the path of the
luminescence light in the substance, and the higher the latter's
concentration.
The secondary absorption takes place only in
the zone where the spectra are superimposing each other; thus,
the short-waive part of the spectrum will be weakened by the
secondary absorption whereas the long-wave zone will remain
unchanged.
Thin layers of diluted solution are used in order to reduce the secondary absorption as much as possible.
However,
due to a weak radiance, such conditions are often hard to
create, and one has to deal with heavy layers of the luminescence spectra should be corrected to include the secondary
absorption, and thus will require time-consuming calculations,
the information on the absorption spectrum of the investigated
substance, as wall as on the distr!bution of the energy in the
spectrum of the source of excitation.
To simplify the calculations, it Is disirable to carry out the experiment In such
a way that the rays of the exciting light are fully absorbed
the investigated specimen.
When the excitat'on is performed with a continu us
spectrum, the actual intfenlity of the lumIneacence "lact" in
the frequency J
I can be estimated in approximation from
the following
s6ruula,
when the Aoserved intensity " lo of
luminescence is known:

4c

(20.1)
I, , + a&Cos d

where:

-coefficients

A

J

of absorption of the

luminescence and the exciting light
rays, respectively;
. function of the energy distribution
in the spectrum of the exciting source;
the refrection angle of the exciting
light In the investigated specimen.

S-

The calculatidn will be considerably simplified If a monochromatic emission is used for the excitation (only a eingle
line is separated from the exciting spectrum).
The formals (201)
will look as follows:
•

o-..

...

=I oft

(120e2)
However, neither of the (20.1) and (20.2) formulas provides
for repeated proe~ss of absorption and the resultant excitation
of molecules of the luminesoing substance.
At the saw time,
during the experiment, the luminescence spectrum is a toal
of
all radiances formed in the aolution
Consequently, the values
for 'Tact" calculated from formulas J20.1) and (20.2) turn out
to be not very accuater,
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Cur':ea s3hwin•
nc h'. x,.°
ritryri absorp Tor. ar,d
... p se.ýondary luminescence affe.- shape of luairnescence
npe•,trum .ifthe flluoresceir .! 4 A'r:
a - a 0.1 im. thick
layer: b - n icm. thick la:er; I - spe-r'Im measured as is;
2 - spectrum with correctiorns f.r
the secondary absorption;
3- spectr-,m with correctio.ns for the secondary luminscence.
F'.

The calculation made on the nbove secondary phenomena
reveals that the lumines-en'e speitrum corrected for the
secondary absorption only, !s somewhat shifting towards the
long-waves as against the actual spectrum which Includes both
the secondary and the subsequen'. radiances.
Fig. 203 shows
the results of calculations for the fluarescein plgment.
One
can see that with a thin fluorescing layer there, is no influence of the secondary radiance (Fig. 203-s0.
In a heavy layEr,
this influence becomes more dist1nct (Fig. 203,b).
Therefore,
when working with thin layers of the luminescing diluted solttions, corrections for the secondary radiance can be ignored.
Of a•great importance is also the correct selection of
the solution concention and of the lumescent layer thickness.
If a specimen contains only but little
of the substance, the
Intensity of the luminescence goes up with the concentration,
However, later, a concentration - generated damping action
takes place and as a result, the radiance intensity of the
specimen drops drastically.
At the same time, with a higher
concentration, the weakening of the exciting light highly
effects the depth of its penetration into the substance, and
also the influence of the secondary absorption will go up
sharply.
The most intensive radiance is observed usuplly in
diluted solutions whose concentration equals from 10"; up to
10"'# moles/liter,
Provided the secondary absorption is either small oe does
not exist, and the solution conc.entration is low, it is advisable to work with heavy layers (up to 1 cm.) of the substance,
as within certain limits, tne intensity of radiance goes up
with the layer thickness.
However, it seems practically impossible to fully utilize the light coming from so wide light
fluxes; therefore, when the readsngs are expected to be accurate, the radiating layer should nat be heavier than 1 mm.
When the concentration is intensive, the exciting light doe.
not penetrate the solution at all, but is fully absorbed :h it
at its
very surface.
In such a .ase, one can work with
layers, using just a small amount of the substance to be Lc: stigated.
Recording the Luminescence.. Radiance of the investign'- -;
specimen is evenly radiating in all directions (Lommelle'l
Yaw).
To utilize the emanating light-flux as much as possible,,
ti direct it into the receiver, condenser lens (4) (see i,
are being applied.
If a spectral devise (6) has been mour. d t-i
.•.

-.f "he receiver, the lumines- r- -lux will be 'At.ze•
• -'.
with Its collimator completelv; "i:ed wit', lig'it; thet
elove cond!'ion can be attained as- byý eans of special 11611'r:.ating circuits (aee chapter 1?, yt,5).
Serious attention should be paid to the selecti.on uf
receivers which are mostly not the same extent sensitive in
'.r.ious parts of the spectrum.
Depending; on the speitral compi-sition o!' the emission, one should select a recelver whose
puak sensitivity would be close to the maximum of the luminescence spectrum.
For example, receivers with antimony-cesium
photo-cathodes should be used for' recording a green, blue-violet
or ultra-violet luminescence.
Receivers with either multi-alkaline or oxygen-cesium photo-cathodes are being used for metering the yellow and red luminescence.
Non-selective receivers
the thermo-elements and bolometers are applied for recording
a long-wave red and infra-red luminescence (for more details
on the light receivers see chapter 11, # 45).
# Qualitative Analysis of Luminescence
The problems to which the luminescence analysis is being
applied are extremely varied; even more varied are the substances subjected to the investigation; consequently, depending
on specific properties of the object to be analized, different
methods of analysis are being applied.
However, all the variety
of individual techniques can be grouped in a comparatively small
number of methods of a more general mature, which are bei
used
in a chemical analysis of luminescence concerning a widest
range of substances.

Special Features of a Qualitative Analysis of Luminescence.
By carrying out a qualitative, chemical analysis of
luminescence, ue can by the radiance spectrum detect the presence of a certain substance, or a group of substances in the
specimen under investigation, and also we can control the
process of a chern:cal reaction.
More often than other, the
lumneacence analysis is being used for research on tte natural
radiance of the substance.
However, the problem Is not so
slamle as only few compounds have a distinct, easily regognIzed
spectrum of luminesoence by which one can unmistakenly establish the presence of a certain substance (these include: the
rare-earths and the uranium compounds, porphyrines, chlorophyll and few others); However, in. majority og cases, the
l-mineacence spectra app ar as w~de, washed-out bands without
eny oscillating structure.
In mt.•urea of two oA more V,•Inescent substances, the riesa1on bands of individual components
rf ten superimose one another.
This, thot lumines:ence asaliale LI easy only when either the m4,xture con!asins ,'zst a
single luminacent substance or wrien the compone.'s have the'.r
respective radiance In differentparts
of the spectrum (for
instance, the red and the blu- racl.ance.
However, such cases

44C,

'ir

A

.being

h~ut rarely.
USsual~y, priur to perform~ing tme atialysis, t.-ý inixt'wr
sut.ected to a prelimir.3r:/ ý.-.'esslng whicnt conasist.

-t ellimination of all hampering~ r.grediants and separating,
%lie Compinent of a special in~terest tj us.

There are many sr.

varled mcthods leadin~g to 8hlich .1 separa,::).r&; varlots uhem4ct-l
reactions are here applied., heat. 'ract
Oiti
on., anc. also the%echniques of an ordinary ar~d ttit 1imir 1pseenc. c-hr.n~atogrnph:.':he lotter Is more and moro ijsel.
,"ne luminescent Chomtora hy represents a variat',n to an

ordinary chromati,ographicuiet.od of separating the mIxture Into
I.ndividual components; here, the !ndivid'ial zores are being
detected by watching the luminescence !n the separating them
'.olumr. In~ chose cases when non-lumine-,cent substances are
being chromatographed,, lumInescing adsorbents are used. Then.,
on the background of a lumineecing coluum, dark strips will
c~learly appear over the zones containin~g the nr4 -luminescirng
--mtpornents of the mixture.
Eq';al'.y Important is Ciae Methcd of Chromnatographing on Paper.
A drop of theisoliition to~bi iinve'stigated shall be deposited
an a paper strip, close to its bottom; after It has been dried,
the strip bottom end shall be immuersed Into a solvent for a
period of' 6-12 hours. The liquid will start rising up the
paper strip; components contained in the drop will follow the
solvent. The proceed on the paper at a different speed which,
however,, is al,,eys lover than that of th~e pare solvent.
Quantitatively, the above process ts usually characterized by the following formula:
. Op

Where: "A" and "A"

(20.3)

distances from the place where the drop

has been deposited up to the head of the
travel made by the dissolves 'substance
and the solvent Itself, respectively.

The value of R < ; assumlirg the uniform conditione
the experiment (ciaf Sr kind of paper, same solvent, saen

of

temperature, etc.), the above value remains constant for eact,
ocaponent.
The chromstogran. wIll show spolts each tied to an
Individual c~omnent of the mixture. All of then .Ustributeci
according to their respective value for "Ftp".
Position of
these spots will be established by their charecteriatic

fluorescence, In this way, one can detect In a specimen tl'e
existence of as little an one-hundreth of a micro-gram of tne
Investigated substance. Somettmea, the same goal can be attrgrnel

pt.--

,Attr.g 6he phosphorence of th,,# s-itstance. !ýr'-MwthE p.
the chrimatogram should be :'.:- few Be-zrnds -ooled In

I!.c:' nitrlrpn, and then subJectel to a shý_Irt exc~tstlun;
t:ormed r~dlance allows esatb1'shing the zones of~ the sub-F";ýrce distributton. When the ine~tig&Led subatances &now
r, r-adi~nee at. all, the chrouatogr'ans can be sometlmes success,'!Iy pro'ePssed In special solut!u~ti' wh~ch make the spots
:rniescent.

Special. Techniques ofthe Sualitative AnalIsAs of Luainer.en,:.
;2"-11:ugh a mIxture has bePrlm..naxrlT separatedWIte
ten- special procedures are te~ng applied which take Into
:o'.
.-nt the special properties of tl~e Investigated Cl13ss Of
~':'sanzs*For example, often the luminescence analysis Is
terng Carried out at a 'Law temperature when an oscillating
strxcture appears in the spectrum cof many a compound, a feeture which makes the spectrum more characteristic. The analysis
of ýancerogenjus hydrocarbons of a high molecular weight, is
being carried out In a viscous medium (in oil) where the structure of their spectra comes out mare clearly, and some other
hanpering factors are eliminated (# 112).
L.V. Shpalskii and his associates, and later also sr'm
other scientists have proved that many organic substances
(multi-nuclear condensed hydrocarbons, aromatic aldehydes and
ketones, anthrsquinones, phthalocyanin and its derivatives,
as well as some pigmnts) when frozen in the neutral, standard
paraffins (pentane, heptane, hexane, etc.) will have their
luminescence spectra split In groups of narrow lines, whose
width will very from 2 up to 10 cur 1 . The appearance of these
characteristic lines, permits a fast and reliable detection of
extremely small amounts of the above listed substances In the
specimen.

When analyzing a multi-component mixture, one sholild keep
in mind that each of the components has Its own spectrum of
abs )rption. Therefore,, It is advisaible to use the excitation
puipvse,, monochromatic rays of a different wave-length so that
es:h of them In exciting juat one of the comporents; tftls pro2ed'Jre will make "he analysir considerably easier.
At low temtperatiues, besides a short-time radiance-fluares~ence,

the solution of many a cimpound has ale:) a protract-1

3A'ter-rs11anc~e- phosphorence, a circumstance whl-h Is an Imp rtarnt analytIcal feature of the Investigated substance. in
case of a B-process, the radiance spectra are clearly thifte.:
towards the long waves In relation to the spectra of fluorescence, a feature that often helps In analysis of' substances
with either an ultra-violet or blue luainescence.
During a qualit'ttive analys'.s of luminescence, a great
hel~p Is desired also fromt the polarization spectra which are
strongly linhiad to the cheulcal structure of the investigote!
substances, and In some cases, can be even more indicative
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The :pe-ctra of both absorptl
.,A:'d
,ompour!4s (Fig.
204).
When. -irrying osut a quallV-,tive ana>;sls of minerals,
11mestones, clays, ceramics,
ý Imss, orptical cxystuls, and
,,her substances, quite often

t:ey meter the curves of the

a,_

k•Urlne8er.;e ,:'
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t-- - -----"10

1"I

t:iermlc fading-out whose magnl%ude, position ard number of

Maa muma turn out to be sufficiently characteristic.
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Despite all
the above procPdures, quite often the accuracy
Fig. 204. polarization
spectra of the glycerine
of' obtained results remain boubtful.
Consequently, after the
solutions of pigments:
analysis has been finished, the
I- Fluorescein;
investigated object is sometimes
2- Rhodamine S;
subjected to additional experi3- Acrine orange pigment;
ments using, for example, the
Long waves of the exciting
characteristic interdependence
light are plotted on the
uf many substances between the
abscissa axis.
color of their radiance and the
value of the solution "pH (Fig.
186); also, other procedures are being used.
Here, when working out a technique for a luminescence analysis of a given
type of compounds, one should be sure that the addilional
experiments and procedures are featuring a considerable sensitivity
but do not consume much time.
Luminescent Reactions. Analysis reactions are widely used
in the practice of chemical analysis; they allow detecting
certain substances by a changed color of their solution, by
the sediment formed, or by other characteristic symptoms.
The
luminescent reactions are one of the types of analytical reactions.
They are characterized by a change in the luminescence
properties of the substance; during the reaction, the luminescence spectrum of the investigated object becomes deformed,
the radiance either fades away, or becomes brighter.
Luminescent reactions can be performed also on sutbstar.•es
which have no luminescent capability.
In such cases, th- reaction is being conducted in such a Xay that, after It ha.
.-.
terminated, should be thoroughly studied, and the "ond~t~on
in which the analysis will be carried out, should be rig.dly
satndarized.
# 109, The quantitative Analysis of Luminescence.

A quantitatlve analysis of luminescence allows establishing

the concentration of the Investigated substance In the sample,
by metering the brightness of Its radiance; It also reveals
the termination of the reaction by the luminescence having

.. ppeareu.
It snoild be n~ rz.ed
.it that !he maln dif.:'e:
,,.,(-en a qualitative and a qtant.tatlve
analysis of lumines",.ce consists in the fact that the features just detected b;
,qualltative analysis, in' a a-ient'tative snalysJs are measured
i:,,ý pro:ýeased with• all necessn.-y ý_.:.-rrectlons considered.
Quantitative Analysis of L=1mr.escen~e Based on the .ladinJnco,
...r.1wh tne s s.
X11 Me'hod conce;.-nnrr/. this type of anal~ysis are,
1.nseýl on a ..
ertain definite interdependence between the brl;7,t,.,ess of the radiance and the substance concentration In the
•:ample.
One should try to carry oitt the analysis in conditions
p:.oviding a straight proportion between these two factors. '
tne concentration of the investigated substance can be deter.. ned by directly comparing the radlance intensity of the 3.ilyzed specimen with that of a standard pne.
When the concentration is considerable, over 10'• - 10moles/liter, the
c-traight proportion is usually upset in result
of the extinqulshIng action created.
By the excessive concentration.
In general, the quantitative analysis of luminescence
consists of preparation of a set of standard specimen containing a known concentration of the substance investigated, and
of measuring the intensity of their
respective radiance.
The
obtained data will be used for plotting an analytical curve
showing the luminescence intensity as function of the concentration.
Having measured the radiance intensity of the analyzed
sample.
From the analytical curve we can establish the
concentration of a substance in the sample.
In the quantitative analysis of luminescence, usually the
natural radiance of the investigated substance is being utilized.
When working with non-luminescing objects, luminescent reactions
are being applied and by the radiance intensity of the recultent product, its
concentration can be determined.
Next, by
using the conversion methods well known in the analytical
Themistry, one can determine the concentration of the Init*lil
product of the said reaction.
For example, to determine the amount of oxygen in inc:r.
.,ases, the latter
should be passes through a solution of
ý:olorless Leuco Base 4 of the fluorescein pigment; the so!,uion
will oxidize, change into fluorescein which, in solution, h•,•,
an intensive green luminescence.
ffeving compared the In1.rtrr, t
of the formed radiance with that of the solutlon lumin:-Rc-r,
we can determine the concentration of fluorescein which :'
".
in the process of the reaction.
Simple calculations allow
establishing the amount of oxygen passed through the aolu,..'•ii,
and that had oxidized the necessary amount of the Leuco Base.
* The leuco Bases are products

which,

as a rule,

of regeneration
are colorless.
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of some pgr,.wn.s

Quite often, an analysis cannot be successfully carrIed
out due to the fact that the radiance intensity of the Investigatel substance can be determined not just from its concen-

tratlon but also from a number of other factors.
For example,
the radiance intensity of a solution is being affected by:
various processes of fading-out; absorption of a certain part
?f the exciting light by foreign admixtures; the secondary
absorption of luminescence; etc. Therefore, when working out
the technique for analysis of different groups of compounds,,
one should thoroughly investigate the nature of processess
which might take place in solutions of these substances.
When carrying out an analysis, one should, first of all,
follow all the rules concerning the excitation and the recording of radiance, as it has been described in #107.
To receive
reliable results, it Is of great importance that both the
standard and the investigated specimens were during the analysis
subjected to rigidly similar conditions (excitation from the
same source; an exactly the sam position in the appratus; both
solutions in vessels of the same wall thickness, with a partly
absdrbed light of excitation; etc.).
Moreover, it Is vital
that the spectral composition of radiance of either specimen
was the same.
For this purpose, the standard solutions of the
very substance whose concentration we are about to investigate,
serve as the standard.
In those cases when it is impossible
tc prepar this kind of solution (instability of solutions, etc.)
one can use standards of other substances instead, whose radiance
by its spectral composition is similar to that of the investigated sample.
Preliminarily, these standards should be graduated by the investigated substance solution whose concentration
is known.
Occasionally, the standards are consist of some types
of luminescent glass (uranyl, and others) which are not subject
to photo-chemlcal transformations, and emit a radiance constant
in time.
The analysis results can be considerably distorted by
existenre of extinquishing ingredients in the sample.
ellminate their interference, diluted solutions (C"'lO-rmoles/
AIter)
:hould be prepared so that the concentration of those
In"redlrts becomes negligible, and they will stop affecting
the rndrV.Ance itself. If the above method is not effective
C; ough., cone can compose standard samples using the same mul lti-compooeara solvents which are contained in the specimen about to
Le siaiyzed.
In case neither the composition of analyzed solution nor the concentration of the foreign admixtures are known,
a certain amount of the investigated substance should be audec
to the investited solution. By comparing the radianci !,Atensity of the 6btolned mixture with that of the original soltlou,

one can evaluate the extinquishing capability of the foreign

Ingredients.

It

it

In the analysis of substances with either basic or acid
characteristics, the a Wnitude of "pH" greatly affects both
the spectral composition and the radiance intensity. The
magnitude of "pHe determineo the condition of molecules in a
solution; they can appear there either in a non-ionized state
or as Iona with opposite electr:c charges.
Here, the radiance.
intensity of each of the molecule type can be .extremely varied.
For example, molecules of a weak base of acridine in an
alicaline medium (VHw-lO) remain in a non-ionized condition (T).
When the value of pH" goes down, the will gradually changs
Into an Ionized state, forming molecules of acridine (21). In
the fifth normal HCL, the process will be completely terminatedt

H+

As a result, the spectral composition of the radiance
will change; foP an alkaline solution In the acid md6m, from
a vlolet-blue (4 s&25 a ) It will turn into green
(ka,; 475 a "
At the same time, the radiance intensity
will--op to less than one-half. Therefore, it often be-oms
necessary to deal with the so called, "Buffer Solutionse; is
an alternative, one can utilize the circumstance that starting
with a certain valve of "pH" of the solution, molecules of such
compositions stop reacting to any change in the concentration
of hydrogen ions.
So, for example, the luminescence spectra
of alcoholic solution of the 2,- amlnoacridine will stop changing
noticeably when the value of pH" goes up to more than pH--ll.
This kind of substances are being analyzed In solutions whose
"pH" Is beyond the above limit.
Above, we have Indicated only the main factors which affect
the accuracy of the quantitative analysis of luminescence.
On
the other hand, eash of the investigated substances has Its own
specific properties which should be taken into account when
working out the technique for Its analysis.

* A buffer solution is a solution of salt, the salt and acid,
or dalt and alkall in which the "pH* does not change its
magnitude when either the concentration has been changed or
sacd or alkalis added In an amount below a certain limit.
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A Quantitative Luminescence A:i;lysas of the Termination
of' %he3ilcal Reactions. This type of analysis concerns also the
method of luminescent titration. Thia method consists of
gradually adding small amounts of the substance-reagent from
a buret into the investigated lumlnescent solution. The
reagent Is selected in such a way that after it had enter the
reaction with the substance, it w'll form a compound which no
luminescent properties.The reagent is being adaed for so long
until the solution radiance will stop completely. Knowing the
amount of reagent necessary for turning the Investigated substance into a non-luminescent composition, by conversion we
can determine its contents in the resultant solution. The
above method presents a modification to the usual ones of
chemical titration. The difference consists only in the following: in the luminescent titration, the process termination Is
being noted by the disappearance of its radiance, and not by
a change in the solution color or by its having become cloudy.
The *;In advantage of the luminescent method consists in its
high sensitivity, a feature which makes it suitable for carryIng out an analysis on highly diluted solutions.
In those cases when the process of radiance extinquishing
by foreign mixtures has been thoroughly studied, this method
can be also applied for a qualitative analysis.
Here, the solution concentration can be evaluated by the degree of the
radiance fading-out which will take place after a certain
amount of a specially adapted extinquisher, will be added to
the analyzed solution.
The special features characteristic to the luminescence
of a number of organic substances with their either acid or
basic properties, allow a widespread use of luminescent IndlcatorB into the practice of chemical procedures.
Their purpose similar to that of the ordinary indicabors, is either
indicating the end point of a chemical reaction or determining
the concentration of hydrogen ions (the value of "pH") in the
solution (table 38). The luminescent indicators differ from
the ordinary ones in that at the end of a certain process,not
their color will change but either their spectral composition
or the intensity of their luminescence (Fig. 186).
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Thanks to the luminescent indicators we obtain a clear
effect even if their concentration In a solution Is very smll.
They are irreplaceable for the analysis of dark colored or
turbid medium (wine, oils, solutions of salts of some non-ferrous metals, etc.) where the ordinary indicators are hardly
useful as their chanme of color cannot be noticed.
At present,
about 200 acid-basic luminescent Indicators are known which
cover the entire posaible range within which the solution "pH"
can vary. They are the derivatives of Benzene, naphthalene,
comrIn, fluorescein, acridine, and other compounds.
Most
of the indicators display a blue-green radiance.
Table 38 lists
sow of the more widely used acid-basic indicators.
Considerable lees is known about indicators with a yellowred luminescence.
W* could name here: the dimethylnaphthorhodine
(pH - 3-3.6 ); the neutral red (pH - 5-7.4); 3.6 - dioxyphthalamide (pH = 6-8); and the acridine orange (pH - 8.4-9.2).
Working with luminesoent indicators can become quite complex
when the absorption spectrum of the analyzed specimen will superimpose itself on the luminescence spectrum of the indicator; then,
the indicator radiance will become partly or fully absorbed. To
prevent this, for each interval of the "pH" values, two indicators are being selected with luminescence of different colors.
By using them one after another, we will obtain a correct resuit of the analysis.
In some rare cases, chemi-luminescent indicators are being
used (Luminol, lucigenine, liphine, slloxen) whose performance
is based on formation of a chemi-luminescent radiance when the
"pH" value of a soll,.tlon will change, and also when any kind of
an oxidizer will appear in it. Their main superiority over the
luminescent Indicators consists In the fact that when working
with them there Is no need to subject the Investigated solution
to ultra-violet rays.
To obtain rliable results, the analysts
should be carried out at a certain constant temperature which
highl affects the process of the chemi-luminescent reaction.
110 Polarization Methods of the Luminescence Analysis.
Saklmes a qualitative an quan _tative analysis or the
&ubstance composition, the luminescen. methods aid in solving
mny other important problems associated with the structure
analysis of complex molecules and crystals.
Particularly
promising in this respect are the polarization methods.
By
applying them, one can: determine a matual disposition of the
absorbing and emitting oscillators in molecules as well as the
orientation of emitting oscillators In relation to the mole-ular axes; establish the relation between the symmetry of mole-,
cules and the polarization; determine the multi-polarity of
elemntary emitters of the molecules; and also measure the
volum of investigated lolecules and the duration of their
radiance.
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Deterunim

the Mutual DiSRosition of Absorbin and

molcoOes can
be approximste by analy&ing the performance of various types
toXtlD the molecules can be linked
of elementary emitters
to linear oscillators (dipoles). V. L. Levsnin and P. Perren
have established that the degree of luminescence polarization
is a function of angle * " between the oscillator of emission
and that of absorption, and can be presented in the following
-t
formula
bhviour r? real

_____________tor.n

P.

+;n

(2o.'l

It turned out that the degree of polarization depends on
the wave-length of the exciting light. This interdopsdence
was thoroughly studied by Vavilov who qalled it o)pekaftablmon
spectrum, He demonstrated that, when X j goes down. The
degree of polarization will drop drasticilly, frequently even
changing its sign; later, It will go.'up again and somstimas
P. P. Feofilov has established that
reaches a second nmuaii.
that is a certain relation between the polarization spectra and
those of absorption (Fig. 205).
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Pig. 205. Polarization spectra (top curves) and spectra
solutions: a-fluoresof absorption (bottom curves) of pignt
celnj b- Rhodamine B extra; c- acrIdine orange.
Within a single band of absorption the degree of polarization does not change such. This mwma that each electroric
transition is matched by its own absorption oscillator. CoeiderIng that the individual bands of absorption superiMose each
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other, transition from one value of polirization to another
proceed continuously.
Having measured the degree of the luminescence polarity when excited in different zones of absorption,
by formula (20.4) one can establish the relating disposition of
the oscillators of absorption and those emission in the investigated uolecqles.
Polarization spectra were used for the
resaarch on the structure of nume:ous organic compounds (naph-

tnalene, antrtcene and its derivatives, polyenes, porphyrina,
chlorophyll, etc)
Another Important problem whicn so far tas been solved
but few compounda, is establishing the orientation of
absorption oscillators in relation to tne molecular axes.
In the case of molecular mono-crystals, the polarization
of luminescence can be determined by boLh orientation of the
esmisson oscillator In relation to the molecule axes, and by
orientation of the molecule itself in the crystal lattice,
If one of these factors Is known, then the other can be determin•ed by the polarization of radiance. Thus, by the orienatic, n
of molecules In the lattice of mono-crystals of naphthalene,
antracene, stilbene, and other compounds.
By having measured
tne luminescence polarization of the above crystals, we could
determine the orientation of tneir emitting oscillator in relation to the molecular axes. On the other hand, naving compared
the polarization ans absorption spectra of the solutions, we
can establish the orientat'.on of the oscillators of absorption
and emission, respectively, In relation to the molecule axes.
Next, having measured the polarization diagrams (see below),
we can determine tne orientation of molecules In the crystal
lattice.

For example,

using tne above method,

N. D. Znevandrov

has determined the orientation of antracene moiecules in the
lattice of Its mono-crystals.
How the Smrnetry of Molecules Affect the Magnitude of the
Termlnal folarlzation of Luminescence.
in those cases when the solution Is highly viscous, and
all the outside depolarizing faetors have been eliminated, the
luminescence polarization Po is at its maximum, and Is called
the "T*erminal Polarization".
It turned out that value of the
terminal polarization is determined by the synnetry of molecules;
the more symetrical the molecule the lower is the value of *tie
corresponding Po. For instance, for flat moieciles with an ,•.xls
of sysetry of the "nw- order, at 900 to their s-a'faCe:

Po

?a

when rX

2

(

(2.5

when r>.2
Thus, If a flat molecule has a symmetry axis of the tnird
order, Its Po It0.l4. For non-syimetrical molecules and those
with a symattry axis of the second order, Po 4 0.5. For e.•ample,
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molecules of benzene have a symetry axis of the sixtn order,
and their Po• 0.08; molecules of the 3.6-diaminoacridine have
a syymetry axis of the second order, and for their so;ution the

Po- 0.•00.
Polarization Disaram. The elementary emitters of absorption and emission, not always can be compared to linear dipoles.
In taow cases, they have cnaracteristics of an electric quadrupole or a magnetiddipole.
Vavilov suggested tnat the multipolarity of elementary emitters should be determined by the
polarization diagram which represent the polarization of
lvainescenee as a function of botn the direction of observation
stad position of the exciting light electric vector.
Pig. 206 shows the method of
observing polarization diagrams.
Angle
"
characterissa the
oscillation gradient of the
I
,
electric vector In relation to
the vertical axis; angle W "
characterizes the direction of
observation in relation to propgation direction of the excitIng light rays.
Having measured
-

I

,

,

the degrree of polarization for

different values of angles "
and " ". we will plot the polarIzation diagrams.
Fig. 207 shows
the polarization diagrams

Pig. 206. Observing the
poarization diagrm•m of
pnotoluainescence.

P- f (X) %~- 0 and

j)

and P- f

(x-0 andIF),

calculated by V avilov for various combinations of elementary
emitters similar to electric dipoles and quadrupole&.
As we
can see, the diagram are very specific, and can be used for
establishing the nature of elementary emitters of the absorption and emission.
The method of polarization diagram can be applied for
solving the problem of multi-polarity of elementary emitters
nr.t Just In molecules but also in crystals.
For example,
when exciting radiance of cubical fluorite (CaP2) crystals
In zone of the first
absorption bond, the processes of koOth
absorption and emission cab be defined by electric l1rear
dipoles.
In other cases, the nature of elementary emitters
can be more oomplex.
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Polarization Diagrams of v6r4ous~and variously oriented

Solid curves- when the respective
elementary electric e,,itters.
axes of absorbing and emitting oscillators are parallel; dotted
curves- when the axes are at right angle to each other.
Having
the
and voluar
"I;". of
Molecular
Volumes the
Deter-mination
unveslican determine
readingaof we
olarla2at7on

The calculation Is based on a fomule wor~ed
gated molecules.
cut bl Levshin and Perenne:

--

--

- * , -. 3. v
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Where:
P- Degree of polarizastion in the conditions In whto-,
Po7~-

V•-

the experiment Is teing carried out;
Terminal Polarization;
Temperature;
Viscosity of solutlorl;
Oas constant;
Volume of a Gram-molecule;
Average duration of the excited state of moleculel.

After we have plotted 1/p on the ordinate axis, and TA _ on
the abpcisaa, we will obtain a straight lize (Pig. 208).
e
segment chopped off ')y the curve from the ordinate axis determines the magnitude of ,/ot,
and the tangent of angle of its
slant in relation to the abscissa axis, with equal:

e

3) V(20.7)

When "Y'" has been measured regardlessly, we can estimate
the molecule volume "V".from the above formula.
In this ways
one had determined both of the molecular volume and solvate
shells of many phthalamides, antracenes and scridines.
On the other hand, having mdopendently measured the "P" and
V" (the value for "V" can be
obtained from experiments on
"-" dlffusion), we can determine the
15
value for -C".
In this way, A.
N. Sevchenko has obtuinred the
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for solutions of

"a number of pigments.
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values of

-

,

*

Ey applying
the above nmthod for ratering of
'"T",
one can get away withoit
using the hard-t3-get fluorometers;

Susually,
the obtained resulta are
D'*Tr/I
pretty a&c-rstc.
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R~on-o~rasc c~omp.unds.

FiR. 2%-0
Depolarizatior.
of luminescence of fluorescei- in glycerine when
heated.

,f

The n-uer or pure, nm,organic compounds capabie to
luminesce, is very limited.
Some of them wiII lumines:e
only when in •rystalllre for',
others will produce radiance only In solutions.
These ZO•
:oY.Anus
include: salts of the rare-earth elements (R.E.E.); u-any. Palte
ktncludrng the ur.nyl group U02 ); some complex salts of hea'.-y
the g;oup P9t
metals (TL, S•, PB); platinicyanic salts .[ith
where the
(CN)4]; tungatates and molybdates (ZWOI& and D"t,
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albmll-oarth metals serve as cations X); slumrinates (AL2 0)j;

4hChroites (Cr2 03); and a number of pre.,,ous s*imr;s.
nor,-orean1.:
By far the biggest part of all luminescenu
compounds form the cryatalophosph:jri whose necessary eLement

comes in form of admixtures-a-tivators; the latter
are det'.jrm1ag the :rystalline lattice o' the basic subsLanzie, anu form
the centers of radiance.
:.cesIkna)ly, the rauta,)ce exItinr
deftects of the lattice
form In the very process of preparinZ
the phospt:ori, with no special ingredients added.
Due to
complexity of the radiance process of crystalophosphori, and
its dependence on many hard-to-be-accounted factors, a chemical
luminescence analysis of the above compounds Is being used but
rarely. Mostly, It Is used when working with minerals which
are crystalophosphori of a natural origin.
Prom a practical point of view, of all
the pure, luminescent, non-organic substances, the rare-earth and the uranyl
compounds are the most important.
Their solutions display a
characteristic radiance which has been thorouwrhly investigated:
for these compounds, both the qualitative and quentIt~tIve
Analysis of luminescence have been worked out.
Lumlneacence Analysis of the Rare-earth Compounds.
Uplaal Features of the Rare-earth Elements.
The R7.E.F.
(with their atomic number from 57 up to 71) occupy a special
place in the Mende]eyev's periodic system.
When the atomic
number becomes higher, the inner electronic shell "4f" (from
zero for lanthanum up to 14 for Ytterbium) becomes filled up.
On the other hand, the outer shell of all R.E.E. retains the
same structure; this
is why all
of then, are chemically similar.
However, the optical characteristics of the R.E.E. differ from
eanh other considerably.
This can be explained by the fact
that the spectra of both absorption and luminescence are associated with transitions between the therms "4f" of the shell.
By the nature of their luminescence spectra, the R.E.E.
can be divided In two groups.
The first
group, the so called
"Gadolinium Group", includes:
Samarium (Sm); Europlum (Eu);
Gadolinium (Gd); Terbium (Tb); and Dyuprosium (Dy),
ll of
which are occupying a central place among the R.E.E.
The.r
solutions produce very characteristic, narrow bands of luminescence which at low temperatures will split Into separate lir.es.
.The second group, the so called "Cerium Group" includes:
.erium ýCe); Praseodymium (Pr); Neodyniur., (Nd); Ytterb'um kYl')
which all
are occupying the extreme place among the R.E.F.
Their solutions proouce wide, diffused bands of luminescernc.
At the same time, some of the R.E.E. do not produce sary
luminescence at all
(Holmium Ho and Lutecium Lu), the radiance
of others can be seen only In special conditions.
For example
radiance of Ytterbium will form only at a temperature of the
liquid air;
the luminescence of Thulium (Tu) can be excited
only if it Is either inmersed Into a solid solution of (ZnS.Tuphosphor 1).

/

Special Features Charaoterizing the Spe.t:- of
Luminescence and Absorption of the R.E,E,
The particular
uniqueness of the R.E.3.
Luminescence spectra comes very
handy fcr the analytloal is greatly purposes.
However, the
luminesnence analysis is greatly hampered by the circumeterce
that the luminescence spectra of R.E.E. (the ratio of Intens!lties of individual lines) highly depend on concentration of
the Investiga,,ed element, on the presence of other R.E.E., and
on the temperature.
Position of the bands will also change,
depending on nature of the main substance in which the analyzed
compound is located: on the distance between the anions and
cations in a crystal, and on the crystal constant of the main
substance lattice.
Moreover, the luminescernce spectra of the
R.E.E. are very sensitive to the influence of various foreign
admixtures.
For instance, the existence of even traces of
nitric
acid in the solution is sufficient in order tp fully
extinquish the luminescence of Tt ions.
On the other hand,
Eu will luminesce in a diluted solution only in presence of
traces of SOions.
In the Gadolinium group, the most intensive radiance in
diluted solutions is produced by Th and Gd itself.
The letter
displays only a single, narrow, ultra-violet strip
of luminescence in the zone of 311 mr .
The luminescence spectrum of T5
is more copious: it consal a of seven narrow strips positioned
predominantly in the long-wave part of the visible spectrum.
Their half-width is 2-5 m .
The radiance of Eu, Sm, ard Dy
solutions has a low inteZlty,
consequently, the sensitivity
of their analysis on the luminescence spectrum is rather low.
For example, in a solution the Tb will be detected if its
concentration Is'lO- tram/milliliter for Eu the extreme concentration is only*,lO-l gram/milliliter.
Nevertheless, both
Eu and Sm are excellent activators for crystalophosphori; In
a concentration of only 10-7 gram/gram, they will produce a
bright and extremely characteristi. radiance.
In the second group, the most Intensive radiance is produced by "Ce". Its
spectrum appears as a wide band which embraces the entire near ultra-violet zone from 313 up to 4o0 m"fe.
A high radiance intensity of the diluted solutions of Ce+
permits a reliable detection of tIs
eleTrent presente when•

concentration is as low as 1(-0 grair.vmliltlter.

All the R.E.E.-s are characterized bv a soli'ý band of
absorption In the far ultra-violet part of the spectrum.
Therefore, they are usually being excited by either an electric
arc or an electric spark which both have an intensive emisston
In this spectral zone.
Sometimes, the R.E.E.-s are being
excited by means of cathode rays.
For instance, the Indian
se,'entlets have applied the above method for detecting tra~es
of R.E.E. in fluorites, calcites, limestones and in the ashes
of coal mined in India,
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All the above said serves as a proof that the luminescence
analysis of R.E.E.-s presents a hard problem due to their
complete lack of radiance, some elements are not suitable for
analysis at all, others require an elaborate technique.
Right
now, basically used are the methods of a qualitative and, sometimes a semi-quantitative luminescence analysis of the ReEeE.-s.
W6 method of Pearls. One of the recommendd methods for
a qualitative analysis of R.E.E.-s is the method of pearls.
Hiere, the R.I.E.-s are placed in the pearls of either borax or
phosphoric acid.
In these media, the salts of many R.E.E.-s
(Sm, Dy, etc.) produce a very intensive radiance whose spectrum
consists of a number of characteristic bands.
The Ce salts
have a solid spectrum whose maximum is close to 45 0 a p. To
detest the small amount of Eu. one has to produce pearls by
fusing the basic substance (sodium chloride or strontium chloride) with the investigated specimens pearls obtained on the
base of sodium chloride produce a bright,'wtolet-blue radiance,
Those onathe strontium chloride - a violet radiance. After
having prepared a set of standard pearls containing a now
concentration of Eu, one can determine its approximate quantitative composition in the analyzed pearl. There are also other
methods which permit to fast determine the approximate oontents
of Eu in R.E.E. oxides.
Sensitivity of this method reaches
- 0.005%, its accuracy 1 10 - 20%.
In some cases, sensitivity of the pearl method turns out
to be not high enough; it can detect Ce with a concentration
down •to-l0" gram/gram, and Sm with a concentration down to
,.0"5gram/gram. Moreover, due to lack of radiance, the pearl
analysis of La, Pr, Nd, Er is unattainable.
Introducinr the R,.E,.-s into Tungstate and Molybdates.
Wore sensi tive than the above is the method where R.E.E.--s
are fused with either calcium tungstate (Ca W04 ) or clclum
molybdate (Ca MO 04). In such a solid solution, the R.E.E.-s
also have a characteristic, either ruled or striped spectrum
which only little is affected by the substance concentration,
foreign admixtures or the presence of other R.E.E.-s.
The
CaWO•4 itself produces a sharp, blue luminescence which forms
a background hampering the observation of the rare-earths
radiance; this interference can be reduced b.o heating the
specimen up to IOC' Centigrade, when the temperat,:re-!.ndived
extinquiuihng of rare-earths is not s.ret
notice3aby affected.
In the above method, the ex'ýItpnton is belrg effected by
a mercury, low-pressure discharging tube. The Investigated
substance should be deposited on the inner surface of the tube
which then is placed in a cy2'-drial oven where radiance of
of the CaWOit will be suppressed.
The luminescence -dill be
watched through a window in the oven.
By studying the rad'ance
in the ultra-violet, visible and nearer infra-red parts of the
spectrum~we can carry out analysis on many R.EE.-s and their
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For example, the des.r ed method ellows detectcombinations.
7
However, some R.E.E.-s
gram of Sm in 1 g'am of CaW04.
ing -lOcould not be detected by this method.
Fu.- phosphori on 8 base of CaS,
The Method of Additives.
SrS, and also on the base ýf ZnS, the R.E.E.-s za:i serve as
In this
'."radiance.
activators, and can determine the :,ture
way, we can detect minute amounts .,f R.E.E.-s in she sample.
For instance, to solve a number of prac.-loal problems, it ls
important to obtain Thorium, and Its compour.ds, with eAtremel•
small contents of R.E.E. admixtures (not more than I0-' - i0-).
Such minute contents of R.E.E. can be detected only by means
of a luminescence analysis using the method of additives.
A set of crystaloPrinciple of the above methcd is as follows.
phosphori should be prepared, with the Thorium to be analyzed
as their base; the Thorium is turned into Thorium sulfate or
The R.E.E. activators (Gd, Sm, Eu) are being
Thorium oxide.
introduced in a form of additives of a different concentration.
It has been established that, in a wide range of concentration,
there exists a certain ratio between the brightness of tne
crystalophosphori radiance and the concentration of the R.E.E.
contained therein either as a natural ingredient or an additive.
Then:

(20.8)

Sc,,

*,Is
Where:

T
Jz

T

L1

and

CX

the respective brightness of the
phosphorus, without or with an
additive which has a concentration
Ca;
- The R.F.E. concentration to be
found.
In
renfer3l, fcr any value of Ca:

I
Where:

A

C, +C

A(Cs+tCA).

(20.9)

- the raiilance Intensity of the phosphorus when the concentratiori uf
the R.E.E. equals 1.

" on the axis of ordtrates,
Having plotted the values for "
and those for "C&" on the axis of' abscissae, for a series i-f
phosphort we will obtain a stralght line whose inclinat!ori
permits estimating the value for "A", and the sector on the
abscissae axis between the poitnt where It Is bisected by the
straight line, and the center of coordinates, determines the

value of Cx (Fig. 209).
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Fig. 209.. Quantitative determination of samarium in

Thorium; metalic thorium: 1- pure,
with a R.E.E.

2- artificially contaminated

It is important that the additives Ca are comuensurated
with Cx (they should differ from the latter several times over).
Therefore, at first, by the relative radiance intensity of three
phosphori each with a drastically different concentration of
the Investigated R.E.E., the order of magnitude of the Cx in
a non-activated phosphori should be estimateo.
Next, a net of
pbhophori should be prepared, with various values of Ca, and
by the intensity of their radiance the Cx can be determined.
Radiance of the phosphori Is being excited with an electric
spark, using a phosphoroscopic apparatus.
It has been established that in the thorium-phosphori activated by Gd, Sm, and
Eu, the foreign contaminators Sm, Eu, Dy, Fe, Mo, Cu, and aXso
theiAr combinations, which exist there in a quantity of 10-J
10- gram/gram, practically do not affect the analysis accuracy, but noticeably lower its sensitivity (Fig. 209).
The
method of additives Is being applied also for a quantitative
determination of Gd in metallic be.
There are also known other, more spe.ific methods for
determination of some R.E.E.-s.
For example, there is a qupite
sensitive method of determining a R.E.E. in calcium oxide which
should be placed in the colorless flame of hydrogen.
Evn with
an insignificant concentr'ation of the R.E.E., the slow electro:•s
in the flamq will excite a noticeable radiance.
Luminescence AnalyLis of the Uranyl Compounds.
Among the uranyl compourds, the uraziy! saIta
e:.bra,:.- the
uranyl group U02 have a sign-If'cant capabality of lumlziesclng.
Their luminescence spetra are very chereacerlstlc, 6ndcot 1slat
of a number of bands at an appr3)YInately eqal 1sjlatar.:e fr-.=
one another.
Usually, the molecules of uranyl :)mpounds ccr.tain a great amount of water of zrystallizatton which to 9
great extent affects their spectra of luminescence.
Characteristics of spectra also greatly depend on the
contents of the investigated salt and the structure of Its
crystal.
Radiance of the uranyl salt solutions is considerably
weaker, and their spectra more washed out.
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Glass tinted wi.th uranyl saltP lumlnesce tbightly.
The
radiance intensity of uranyl compounds goes up signiftcant-.y
when they are cooled down to the temperature of the liquid
nitrogen.
Fig. 210 shows, the luminescence spectra of iranyl
sulfate U02 S04 3M2 0 in both a crystal form and solutl-ri of
sulfuric acid at a room temperature.
A qualitative luminescence
analysis of u.-anyl com-)1_
pounds ia easy to perform
-•as
they produce an intenasive
and characteristic
*

|

-

radiance.

f

-/•

-

-

ately measured the wave-lengths of bands of the luminescence spectrum, one can
the nature of the
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By having accur-

salt.

In a quantitative lurn-

"inescence
analysis, sRrall
-concentration
of the uranyl
compounds are usually JeterV

mined by the method of pearie.

-

The luminescence Intensity
Wi~jW hN
Nl ;.•,
of the uranyl compounds
includes when fused, into
the pearls of either borax,
Fig. 210.
Luminescence spectra
Nap or K? in a wide range
of uranyl sulfate:
of concentration (up to 1.10-J
A- crystalline U02S0• 3HM0;
gram/gram Na?) will vary with
B- solution U02S0 4 3H2 0 In
their respective conz-entrasulfuric acid.
tion. A quantitative determination of uranyl contents
in comparing the radiance intensity of the pearls to be analyzed
with the of the standard pearls in which the concentration of
uranium is known.
When excited by a mercury lineA- 365 mM , the pearls on
a Na? base produce a yellow-green luminescerme (A Max' 555 m)
Radiance of a similar spectral contents can form also with
Niobium; however, it will be exzited by a more short-wavc radiation, ae for instance, by a resonance .er-eury line with X `
"253.7 mu.
In pearls based on KF, no radiance of Niobium -an
be exciled.
However, the luminescence Intensity of uranyl compounds in these pearls is considerably lower than in those with
Nap.
In some canse the pearls &re being made of s more •c-r'.,'
mixture, consisting of Nap, Na2 ZO3 and K2CO 3 , all taken !n
certain proportion.
Here, we can lower the teouerature /."
which the pearls are being produced, from 1,100' down to t)0

Centigrade.
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For a higher accuracy of the analys~s,
RN

It

is

Imp-rl,;

'hat the technique of pearl prepar-ti:ri !s starv.ariz'•: th*
pearls should be made of equal 0-!z"-;
t.eir
fus~ng sn)-ild
proceed for a certain predetermr'•nu time; one sho.ald Lake :.,..
socount the drop of Intens!.ty of the pearl radiance.
A pro~s:
which can be observed with~r, the 'tAal 1'2 hours after they
;
been prepared.
The ridiance intensity of _:ranium -. _mpounda Ir.pearls r,:-i
b'- greatly affected by presence ;' foreign admixtures many or
which turn out to be lumlnescen:e extinquishers.
For instance,
_r, Mn, Co, Ni. La, Pt, Au, Ce, Pr, Nd are all
strong extinquishers; less active in th;s respect.are: Fe, Cu, Zn, Rn and
Th; Ti and W are mild extinquIshers.
Other elements practically
do not affect the luminescence intensity of pearls at all.
F)r
example, the presence of neptuniurn and plutonium does not hamper
an analysis on uranium.
A number of other foreign admixtures have an extinquishLng
capability, too.
Particularly, all
the tinted oxides (Fe, Co,
Ni, Mn, Cr, etc.) turn out to be quite strong extinquishers.
When carrying out a quantitative analysis, the strongest extinquisheil should be eliminated from the investigated specimen
chemically.
The pearl method is being widely used in the luminescence
analysis on ores containing less than 0.01% of uranium.
When
metering photoelectrically, the above method permits detecting
the amounts of uranium from 10"- down to i0")0v gram in 0.3 gram
of Na?.
Here, the analysis accuracy reaches#% * 5%. When metering visually, the accuracy drops down to + 30L.
Luminescence Analysis of other Non-organiý Comounds.
When carrying out the luminescence analysis on many nonorganic compounds, they often utilize the luminescent reactions,
For example, to determine the am ,ant 3f indium, they perform a
reaction between anions of 1.TN Br, and cations of rhodamirne pigment 3 B.
The obtained compound's then extracted by means of
Benzene.
By reading the ra,1r.r-e Intensity of the above salution, one can established Its c:.ntends of In down to 2.13" gram
in 5 milli-liter
cf solution.
Re.-ommended are also other readents which form luminescing comp'exes with various cations:
- hydroxyquInollr.e for LI and A!; norin for Be, Al, Sr. Zr;
rhodamine B fcr Ag, Ga, TI, Te: 3- oxiflafol for Zr, iFf;
trioxyfluorone for Th; benzoin f'or B; etc.
As indicated before, :wny metals can serve as activators
In crystalophosphori which pr)!., e a strong lumlrnescene.
This circumstance can be usa.d d'_;r'nr
the analysis.
.
,
when analyzing antimony, a Jr.,p -.
f !.'.e In'esttgated ga.wa:,w
should be deposited on the ron-i.: fle~e:;t call-um o1ide.
during the calcination In
< S
9ese:.ce
;rystal,... sp.,r
CaO-SS forms whose colo: o, lurUrý-scen'e ;epends on t.e
c ,:..'ontration of antimony.
The 1 ovp -.eth.d permilts a qualItaLAve
detection of down to 1 , 1 0-e g:am of Sb 'ArDs
in a dr.p of

solution ( 0.01 milli-liter).
By creating the crystalophosphorus KI Sn, we can detect
Sn+ in a solution. For this purpose, a drop of the soluticfn
and a drop of KI shall be depcsited either on a filter paper
or on a non-glazed porcelain plate. If Sn is present, the
spot will produce a bright-yellow luminescence. The above
method allows detecting-then on paper- 0.02 -gram of Sn if
diluted in ratio 1: 5.10; and wheg on porolaln- 0.O0022-grsm
of Sn if diluted in ratio L:t.5slO. By using the methdd of
forming the crystalophosphori, one can detect microspic arwunts
of Hg, Tl, BLO PS arid other elements.
Know. is also a luminescent method of establishing the
contents of chromium in synthetic rubies whose characteristics
are4Uing determined by its concentration.
Ions of chomium
(Cr• ) affect the red tint and the intensive luminescence
of rubies. When theig concentration goes up, the luminescence spectrum will change drastically; the percentage of the
long-wave infra-red emission will increase. At the same time,
the ratio-'of intensity of the spectrum infrn-red part to that
of the chromium doublet (L- 692.7 and 6 9 4. 2 n ) will go up
by the exponential law. Having measuied this mablo, we can
determine the contents of chromium in any sample with an accuracy ofv + 5%, without any special processing of their surface
required.
Such ansanalysis is very important In the mnufacture of
precision apparatus and, particularly, for the watchmaking
Industy
112 Luminescence Anal ais of Or anic C oundse
Mmrous organic substances hae a capsbliy a
They include the most simple aromatic compounds:

~um~inesee.

Nany of their derivatives, sowe heterocyclic compounds
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and its derivatives),
with conjugate bonds (R-(.CH=CH)

of CH3 , C2 H5 , C6 H5

,

C6 H5 , etc.,

the chain-like compounds

- R1 . where R and R1

H

some pigments:
H+

-

groupe

-+

HA-N-ry-N-H.C.

/K/COOCHs
do

+

SCHO

H,+ C1

my.um

and many other compounds.
Some organic substances can luminesce when In vapor,
liquid or solid state, others- oniy when in solutions.
The luminescence spectra of solutlons of the org--.itc
compounds appear as wide bands, at either the visible or t!
nearer ultra-violet zone (Fig. 187).
In spectra of se.nme
substances one can see their oscillating structure which is
particularly distinct at low temperatures.
Different factor
are greatly affecting the luminescence properties of
t,
of the organic compounds.
For instance, both the sh pe at;a
distribution of the luminescence bands may depend on the vs ....
of the solution "pH" (Fig. 186), on nature of the solvent,
,
the temperature.
Moreover, the luminescence out;p'i may dep(: '1
on the existence of foreign ettin:quishing admixtures In the
solution, and the latter's
concentration.
All these factor
should be Oaken into account when working out the analysis
technique.
The luminescence methods are being used for both the q. '.tative determination of various organic substances, particu': rl.;

(ý2

o: the compounds affecting the o:'canisms of "he h'man ar.!

animal world.
Included hvre are: vitarmins, hioc'ror.es, p'gmv':
antibiotics, cancerogenic substa:.2ces, and many others.
Ale,)
the methods of the luminescence analysts play an importan%.
role in the research on oils ar,- bitumens.
The Luminescence Analysis of)!
Biologically Ac-'¢ve.Subs*:a:

Lminescence Analysis of' Viamins. The vitamin P2 (CI :J2 .
N4 06)
IaMled "riboflavin" or "Lactoflavin" is intensively lurm
cing in a solution.
It is contained in liver, milk, eggs, ve,
tables, and plays an important role in the metabolism of tl.e
human body,
Its luminescence spectra appears as a washed-cut
band with its maximum at )r 535 mbtr.
Riboflavin can be detected bp'heir photochemical reacttc
created by the exciting light. When excited, the riboflavin

which usually remains in eitner a neutral or acidulous solut"c
turns into lumichrome producing a blue luminescence.
In an
alkaline solution, under an ulitra-violet radiation, riboflavir
will turn into lumiflavin which produces a sky-blue radiance:

HCHs

WAIO
H
48\

-

H

It is difficult to carry out an analycis on vitamin Ba
becausie one has to determine .ts significant amount rn au•'h
complex systems as the foodstuff, plant tissue, etc.
Fo:'
each case an individual method has to be worked out.
A quantitative analysis of the E2vitamin is carrieK! *ut
in

a complex way.

Prom the Investiga ed sample it
pH

-C

-

transformed into a water solution; then it
on special adsorbents

(lead sulfide,
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has 0e to

should be absorbed
frankonite, etc. ), from

which it Is transferred into the pl'z!dire solution. '.y ~r~
paring the radiance intensity of' the pyridine soluttor. wti.
-,hat of' the standard one, one car, determine the c'Jncentrat.c?::
*'the B2 vitamin in the-sample. However, such a anal:,sisai
v.ery time-consuming. Theref.;re,, zelplified mel.hodo are o1'te:.
uised which allow a quantitative cat~mate of' the B2 vitamin
contents, For Instance, whena cs4,ibl!3hin;; the vl't.rminosity
of' milk, the riboflavin should be transf'erred into acetone
siolution whose radiance Intensity will be compared with that
of a standard cube made of uranyl glass. The cube radiance
should be priliminarily graduated by the standard solutions
containing a know concentration of' riboflavin.
The human body is greatly affected by vitamin B1 (C03
ON4 SCL2) called either thiamiln or aneurin,, which does no pr.;duce luminescence. However, It can be detected by a thiochrome
method. which consists of oxidizing the B1 vitamin by potassiuim
ferricyar~ide KA (Fe (cN)6] after the former has been turned Into
a aqueo-alkalifle solution. In result of the above reaction, a
new substance will be created- the thlochrome which produces a
Pr.m
- 460-473 A)
very intensive, blue luminescence (>j
using~
separatesby
be
WI
thiochrome
the
the obtained mixture,
the isobutyl alcohol. By comparing the radiance intensity of
the thiochrome solution with that of the standard, one can
determine Its concentration, Then, by a calculation one can
determine the El vitamin concentration in the Investigated
sample.
Majority of the other vitamins, as, for example, vitamin~
C (C6H806- ascorbic acid),, vitamin E (C2 9 1!c0 2- toxferol),,
have their own radiance. Some of the non-luminescing vitamin
(vitamin A-Cl
1 1 H302 ) can be turned into luminescing compounds
by means of a chemical reaction. Thus, the luminescent methods
can be used also for analysis o!' these compounds.
Luminescence Analysis of Hormones. Luminescence methods
can be also used for analysis or-va-rious hormones*. Forirah,
widely applied is the luminescence analysis of adrenaline - an
important hormorA which forms In the suprarenal glands
HO !.?::.-C!0H.C11
2..-

NH-CH3.

The above compound is belni applied for boosting the bl,,-d
pressure, for heart diseases., etc. An irntensii'e, yellowra'::
:-an be seen only in an alkalirne s-lut~ior. or the radrenciline.
Ho~wever, the radiance Is emittcc: niot by the adrenialine iteell
-,ut by the product of its ox.lda:,12n. Th anialysi.s oecomes co;;~ple/.
duie to the circumstance that thWý )xidation process does nod, z2>,,,p
here but goes on and develops continuously until the so'ttu!r.
will completely lose its lumtnes.,ent capabilitty. The sec'on.4~'
of' the process can be effect~.ve1:; retarded If' the nlzs!
being carried out in a solution~ of the concrenitrated Aljyaj.L9'
.t .
*Hormones - Biologically active substances dischsrged ir.;
blood and the tissue liquid by the inner secretL.on. They
greatly affect the metabolic-,~ -' both human and animal b~r~
71.i
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:,f.

crist Importagnt of them a.rr- the por'phyr:in, P (deri.Ivoti,,

of•

i :'cducing a chpranterl.,;ti- An-: Int-ns'.ve radiance,

toc-..

"..
'

n

H

N

R
Where R

-

R

the methyl group of CH

or some other radiceiv,.

1hey are discharged from blood, liver, brain and other blo&ogical substances vontained in bodies of animals and birds.
The porphyrine radiance id located in the long-wave part of
the visible spectrum (between 600 and 8,. m,*), and conrsistE:
of two, three or four characteristic narrolw strips.
Diff'i.,nt
porphyrines have their individual radiance strips very cijsp
to one another, and thus not eassly identifiable.
The porphyrines are bases.
Therefore, their ldm~nes,!enspectra are highly dependent on value of "pH" of the solutl.'n:
lower pH will shift them towards the short waves.
In different
porphyrines, the radiance intensity ciepends on the pH value in
a different way.
This feature can be utilized for the pu.-7,
,f their separation and identification.
As an cxample, FIr. ;2:.
shows the corresponding curve for thr'oe different porphyr.t.cs.
• Pigments - the tinted organic substances contnined in th-.
tissues of living organisms, and important for their fvun.tioning.
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8

I.0

Fig. 211.

Luminescence Iintensity or !'orphyrines aiE a
Function of the "lpH" value:
1 - Hematoporphin; 2 - Isouroporphin;
3 - Uroporphin.

Very close by its structure to the porphyrines ia the
chlorphyll ( a complex salt of the porphin) which is the green
pigmuents of the plants,, and '1 biologically h ghly important.
"'he -chlorophyllabsorbs the light energy, and transforms it into
c.hemical. energy of organic substances formed during the photosynthesis, The chlorophyll can exist in either of the two
hard-to-be-separated modifications: the blue-green chlorophyll
A"
( 55 117 05 N4 M ) and the bright-green chlorophyll"B
(C5 5 H7~0~ N4 M )"'Usually, the leaves of plants contain three
times ae muich chforophyll nAas chlorophyll "B". In organic'
solvents, the chlorophyll will produce an Intensive, dark-red1
luminescence whose spectrum consists of two bands between 65,J
and 730 m ,'.The
bands of the chlorophyll "A" luminescence
a-.'e someweiat shifted towards the long-waves as against those
of the chiorophyll "B".
When performing a luminescence analysis of chlorophy 11,

they use the method of chromatographing on paper (# 1081.

They are handy when separating the chlorophylls "tA" and '"
end also when separating the chor'ophyll from some other
pigments ( for example, the carotinoids). In this case, one
Jf the following:
the benzinc,, petroleum ether, or acet-one,
sprvc es a solvent.
Luminescence Analysis of Antibiotics. Known are
is~'1
of lumi.nescence analysis of somc cf the antibiotic(as
on
terramycin, etc.)* These compounds are luminescing only 'n1y
alkaline medium. Aureomycin produces the most Iritunsive :~.
Antibiotics - compounds crested by micro-orgar.Isms, wL
are cepable to check or destroy bacterias or other mic:'ot!.

.

p •:1 , the tervamycin - at T.I"'.
.•ustic soda, and a little
of butyl

to the biological liquid to be

A
VP?:':'v 3m:,,'
-Cohol .•h•ffi
be I..

nan.yv--d,

iaustic soda will raise the sojtlor: n'If.

or .tc •x:a:t:

:

-t:,

"he bityl a1'.,'hl

-..!,I extract these cubstan-cs' from the solution.

It

ha: be,:'

c:'=ertalned that the inten311ty of 'l.
crs'ated lumineE: ,,n..,
.. riea with the concentration of ,l., ant'b1ptt-, in th,• -,oS2on, if the concentration is bet-:..,n 5810-'V ),nd 5.1C-t gram.

milli-liter.
When an antibiotIc

is

losing 'ts biological activity,

:m:ninescerice
spectrum will change
• v.,yellow-orange radiance of the

-onsiderably.

itt,

For instanco,

aureomycln wU1
turn into
blue,
The yellow lumines!.-nce or tWh tc,,ramyetn -;l]
#,::omcgr'venteh. Thus, by the spectral content;; of thai', emission,
the antibiotics can be checked as to their activity.
Luminescence Analysis of Cancerogenic Compounds.
In certain conditions, the cannerogenlc substances can
serve as exciters of the malignant cancerous tumors.
Mostly,
they represent polycyclical, aromatic hydrocarbons containing
the cyclic groups of either phenanthrene or benzanthracene;

for example:

' .....

aI

3,

-

Many of them are contained in the by-products of coal:*
The cencerogenic substances produce an intensive luminescence whose spectrum consists of three or four strips.
It
could not be ascertained if there is any direct link between
their lumLnescing and cancerogeni2 properties.
However, their
intensive and characteristic radiance can be utilized for analytical purposes.
It is very hard to determine the oancerogenic substance:-,
notably the 3.4 benzopyrene, in tars because their radibnce
Moreovr..,
is hindered by luminescence of the basic substance.
different admixtures usually oan be found in tar',, and Lfey,
may extinquish the radiance of the cancerogeni- compound.
The: .fore, the tars should be disralvý:' in vaseline oil where tr.
strips of the benzopyrene become narrow and clear; also, due
to the solvent high viscosity, the extinquishing propertie" Cancerogenic characteristic3 -_,n be found also in other r"iostances of a most varied chem'4.:i structure, for instance, t-h,
amilnocompounds, and also some hormones.

4 W

of the admixtures becomes less acute.
For a better sesitlvity
of the analysis, the metering should be carried out at a temperature of liquid air (-18 0 0c), when the lumonescence strips become much more distinct.. In this way, one can detect benzophyrene with a concentration of--10-3% by the appearance of its
most intensive line 4035 A.
At low temperatures, parallel to the fluorescence spectra,
one can also use the spectra of phosphorence which are cons'-derably shifted towards the long waves.
In this way, we can measure
both spectra of radiance without usong a pnosphoroscope.
In some
cases, the spectra of phosphorence are very characteristic, and
the permit differentiating the isomeric cancerogenlc compounds
even though their fluorescence spectra fully coincide.
Even better results one can attain when performing the
preliminary chromstographic fractionation.of the sample, and
placing it into frozen solutions of n-hexane or n-octane,
If
the sample contains the benzopyrene, the spectrum of its luminescence will become ruled, and the wave-lengths of Its individual
lines in these solvents will, with an accuracy of up to a decimal
of one Angsbrbm, coincide with the lines of a pure benzopyrene,
In a similar way, one can detect cancerogenic hydrocarbons in
the smoke discharges of_ actory stacks where benzopyrene reveals
itself already at C'.O1 5gram/gram of substance.
Luminescence Analysis of Crude Oils and Bitumens
itfumens are the gaseous, liquid or solid substances which
consist of hydrocarbons or their derivatives.
In nature, they
can be found either in a pure form (tars, petroleum oils, natural
gas), or in combination with various mineral rocks (oil shales,
asphaltenes) or as organic solid formations (mined coal).
Both
the petroleum oils and other natural bitumens represent multicomponent systems which consist mainly of varios types of hydrocarbons.
They include: the terminal paraffin hydrocarbons (CnH2n+ 2 ),
APh"WIIES - aliphatic hydrocarbons of a terminal nature (CnH 2 n)
,or example, the cyclohexane:
"H,

Hs-ý\C/CLHS'
H,
aromatic hydrocarbons (benzene and its higher homologs); non-te-minal hydrocarbons (CnH2n) of the ethylene (H2 C - CH2 ) o:der;

,:oi le:',

high-mo&e,,ular hydrocarbon.:,; an! some other subst.,:.

Most of the above compounds prodiuce
observable luminescence of petrol..um oil
radiance of all its numerous luminesclng
sepend
the spectrum of luminescence will

a lumlnescenc:.
.
represents a totas
Cons-*#!,*".y,
components.
not just on the qi,
-

t1-n.
contents of the oil or
Many components coure the total _;ectrum to appear washed c ' an:
tative but also on the quantitati;,,v

Another factor whi•h signifiaintl.;
fit for analysis.
thus little
hampers the luminescence analysik of the petroleum oil, is ",h#
existence therein of large amount, of contaminating ingredi.nts
which either extinquish or conceal the radiance of its indiv,•tai
component3.
Various techniques have been worked out aiming at
Particularly, it has been foun'.ý
overcoming these obstacles.
advisable analyzing the narrow-temperature fractions of the
petroleum oil, an parallel to their spectra of luminescence also
to investigate their spectra of absorption.
At present, the luminescence analysis is being widely used
for determination of both the qualitative and quantitative contents of bituminous substances in rocks, waters, clay solutp.ons
The high sensitivity of the
and in prospecting for oil field3.
luminescent method, and the convenience of an "instant" analysis,
allow a fast prospecting of large areas in an oil-bearing torritory.
One can apply any of the several types of the luminescence
analysis: the method of a drop; that of a standard specimen; the
In each of
method of a capillary; the method of components.
the above approaches, the excitation is being effected by either
the ultra-violet or the short-wave, visible radiation.
The Method of a Drop consists in depositing a drop of luminescent solvent (usually the chloroform) on the surface of the
The chloroform dissolves the bitumen containea
ground rock sample.
in the rock and, after having evaporated, it leaves a spot that
By the ,,hape
will luminesce when subjected to an exciting light.
of the spot and by the spectral ",omposition of its emanation,, one
can determine the type and thre itproximate quantity of bitumen
Even with the equal amount of bitumen contained, but
contained.
due to a varied friability of the rocks, the luminescing spots
can have different shapes.
The Method of a Standard Spc2.-imen consists In dissolving
a predetermined amount of the lnvýstigated sample in a kno,..:n

amount of Thloroform.

As a result, one obtains a solution of

bitumen in chloroforn with a ce-r'takn,'•ell k_•own concentratIon.
the radians
if the bitumen contents doef, not ',%cecd 1.0 -'1,
Therefore, b<½r'
intensity will vary with the conc.%ntratlon.
id:.
starting the analysis itself, one should carry out the
method analysis which will establish the approximate contents
Afterwards, a solution should be
of bitumen in the sample.
prepared with such a concentration that the rute of the uroportion (intensity of radiance a, a func:ton of the =oncntratlon)
is then determined by comparing the luminescence intensity c'' týhe

"f9-

ltirvcst"Igated solution with that o" t~
:t.indarc
*types of' the natural bitumen prc,1i.u'
a

onrý.
of~a~
± a

~::"
rj.:.*

sp,ýctral composition, consequentl.y one r-hould prepare Eievita.
sets of the. standard solutions male 014' various types of bitum.'y..
This method turns out to b'o much more accurate than the des.c<
above method of a drop.
The Method Qf a Capilla:.L p:*sents a modif'lcation of a
olution should be poured Intl
czhromatographic analysis, Arc
a narrow glass or into a test tutp, and one end of a strip ol'
filter paper immersed into It for duration of 8-10 hours. WithIn this time, capillary infusions~ will appear on the r~trip In
form of separate zones which will. produce a luminescence whcr.
subjected to ultra-violet rays. b~y comparing the spectral compositi~on, intensity and width of each of the luminesaing zones
of the Investigated capillary infusions with those of the standard ones, one can determin the qualitative contents of the
petroleum oils and bitumens In the sample. If a more detai-ledi
analysis is required, the above pr'ocedures should be performed

in several solutions, in order of' their dissolving capability

(in alcohol-benzene, petroleum ethcrr, caustic potash (2%),, and
others).
The Method of Components is based on procedures used in
both the uiethod o-r the standard specimen and tthat of the capillary, except applied to individual components of petroleum oils
or bitumens (oils, tars, asphalt") which should be extracted
from the sample by way of its su~cessivc dissolving in vartoio
solvents (for example, in the petroleum ether and In chloroform~

Then, the radiance of the analyzed sample should be compared w4.
standards i~e. either standard sol).ttons or standard capillary
infusions prepared for each compon-nt to be Investigated,, separately,
§pecial--Procedures Used f'or a Quan~titative 9Research on
LuminescenCe of Petrolu
Z'i
xI!L~ng the RRad~ince by Waves of Different Length.
---------------------------------------

Both the petroleum oils and the bitumens represent a milt!
component mixture of variou..s luminescent substances. Thereforc
to excite their radiance, it is advisable to apply individu?-'
spectral lines (for example,, th'c .Ine.r of' a rw.rnury p:rn)
When the wave-length of the exclt~rng light .': bý-'rg vn"'j!, -.1.
luminescence spectrum of' the retrol'ýum
1 ý -:g
ty'r)'
of the sample.

Th!s procedu"'-

*..,ill fittnat'-7

A

i'-''~

of the qualitative and the quantl.tstlvt 'ýompos'tion rnt' thc' T'-t-~
roleum oil.
Investlgatinj the §pect-a at a L .4Te.mperature%.
Wh-eircarýyTng ouY.ahan:a-aTyWFIF '5_'-to
~7Tit is
recommended to investigate their speCtrai of fluorescence~ at .
temperatures when the wide, washed-out bands appearing at a roetemperature become narrow and sharp. Thusp they become Pa-t-%r
to ideritify. In many cases, for instan-ce In the kerosten'! fru-'ýt

o." the petroleum oil, the luminescence spectrum is located '.-,
the near ultra-violet zone.

invcstigation of the lumine'o.,.n
iltra-violet spectra at a low temperature reveals that tii..

radiance h83 been excite4 by the aromat'Lc compounds.

Whe dissolving the sample in normal paraffins (n-hexan',:',
Quite often the spectrum of the lum~r,.rcence becomes ruled. This fact p.-rmits determining the :3ub,3'."an
at a low temperature.

which excites the petroleum radiance.
This wan the way in .. "W
one had detected the existence of aromatic perylene hydrocartor.:
in the oil-bearing clays.
Research on the Spectra of Phoaphorence. At the tempera,.i,.w
of liiuTd--notroen, "dr'fre~ent--fra .tTos oT" The petroleum de,': 7•
not Just the fluorescence but also the phosphorence.
Here,
rn
B-process, the spectrum of radiance dractically differs from th L
of the fluorescence, and this feature can be used as an addlt'.(...
analytical characteristic.
The above method gives good results
when investigating the narrow, aromatic fractions of the petrci!..;1
Oil.
-

_Invest
la
ti__
the Polarization The hungarian scientists
have woFrkeod out-a unique metd
umincscence analysis of
bitumens; the method is based on metering the polarization ol
radiance in solutions of rock specimens collected from the
surface of the soil.
Theory shows that the degree of the
radiance polarization drops when the symmetry of molecules
becomes higher ( see # 110). The molecules of bitumen formed
by organic substances in the surface layers of the soil, and the
molecules of the oil-bearing bitumens have a different degree n';
symmetry.
The former are less symmetrical than the latter.
Thus, by the degree of polarization of the sample luminescence,
one can evaluate the nature of bitumen contained therein.
# 113. Luminescence Analysis of Minerals and Ores.
The luminescence methods are being widely used in geologicil
prospecting, in the mining industry, in controlling the concent-ation products of ores containing minerals, etc.
Ores and minerals are non-organic compounds, and the procodures described in # 111 can be applied to them.
On the other
hand, the luminescence analysis of these very Important-subztaYres
has a number of specific features.
Many minerals represent o'r-:.talophosphori of a natural origin, whose characteristics of luIneszence depends on the upsetting of periodicity of their cryatoý
lattice,
These disturbances will occur when activating admixt'ret
are being introduced into the baeLc substance of the mineral tons of heavy metals ( rare-erth rlements, Mn, Cr, Ag, S, L 2.-t+,
and others).
Minerals will produce a radiance when cxcit,- by
ultra-violet and X-ray radiatlor,
and also under cathode .ays.
The most universal of them is the cathode excitation.
A great
majority of luminescent minerals can be excited to radiance in
this way.
The photo-excitation is less often applied; the X-rrys
ar0 exciting only a limited number of minerals.
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In orde.- to apply the l-.imineasszn~e analyash 0.-, thu' ti
minescent minerals, the latter's grain3 should be suble,ýt,
OC
hemical processing after which their surface wi11 be v
Ly a film w~th its characte-ristic radiance. For Instanc~e, 'in..
ir.
neral wolf.ranilte (Fe. Mn) WO,

6ue to a special prvipssnrg '.

te covered by a film of Ca W;)4 wh'~ ilpoue r ne~
blue lumines.,enoe, There are wor,.ed methods o1f cheml al prce
-,
!ng for grains of' the following minerals: Huebneri~te Mn WO..
b~eryl Alg~ej (Si Oj I and Polluc."we (Cs. tNa)(Al S!2ý6] ri 1
To ~et c t ~Irerent metals in ores, and to determnine th"
quantitative contents, they, too, should be subjected to a
cal processing prior to the analysis. In result of a lumllneý-"r.
reaction, new compounds are obtained which can produce a Cha-ftteristic radiance; by measuring the lat*.e~r's Intensity,, one
~eteminethe contents of the given metal In the sample. Thit-:--;
methoda have been worked out for detection of such metals as:
L!, Sn, Pb, Al and Zr in various m~nerals and orec.
When carrying out an analysis on ores and mineralscrtrIng uranium and rare-earth elements, one can use the t~m~:
described In # 111. In case of the uranium, usually a pearl
analysis should be performed, In case of rare earth elements
one should apply a cathode excitation.
It should be pointed out th3t similar minerals mined in
d~ifferent fields, quite often show a different characteristic
of' their luminescence. This circumstance is due to their resnA.,tive admixtures which can be different in different formations.
Some of the Ingredients (ions of Fe, Cu, N1., etc.) are strong
extinquishers of the mineral luminescence. These admixtures 8ar11
called "Poisons" of the luminescence.
A qualitative luninescen-ce analysis Is being utilized when
concentrating the ores which contain some minerals. Part!-':la:i::
o.ften it is used when mining for the scheelite mineral (CaWO.'
whi.ch can produce a very Internsiv. blue luminescence. Du!'!rig
the noncentrating process, a setcr of' the movIng conveyer' Is
bel.ng illuminated with ultra-vi'Aeat rays,, and the lumps whc1_h
produce radiance are being taker. as!'Je.
The Roer;htgenoluminescenze is 3pplied when separating AlUamonds from rocks. Both the color on,,. the intensity of the V.i.
lurinnesCenue &..lcw a BuffI~cl.ent~l: ,! :u:.-tc separnit!:r. -r v~iv
sample Components. By the !olor f'f the~r radi1ar., t:P, a:c..
can be divided into tharee groups: c.-nt wi&tha

LI..e., Lh,: se'
%:2tha gree-n, ano~ a thir1i with a:lo
imn'
Wt.
e-ac~h group, the&-e are posi!ble-.' no-,. ýictaljc-'l zsub-g,,*urr
If'.
by the Intensity of the ux-Ited r'adiance f~rom o~ne anoth~r*.
the-more complex cases the results: of 41he lumin~escence analy:: s

ý.,hould be compared wit.h the Infra-red absorpti~on spec'~tr' of t
diamonds.
To control the products of ore concentration, they are apiv
Ing both the semi-quantitative and quantitative methodis o:'~
luminescence analysis, based on the use of' 2athode excitza¶',:
This technique gives good results in analysis on: scneellitfW04); willemite (Zn2S1,04); zI.rcon (ZrS104T); spodumene(Llj><t:
apatite (Ca10 (F, CL)12(POi4 J6 ), ani other minerals.
8P

In su-h a -ase,

standard sampl,-s should be prepare:i

:'epresent a mixture of the barren ro--

from the field

In

t:on, and a kno n amount of the mineral to be Investlgaite,'.
A
i'Llection Qf such samples is then place into a ves 1.w.t.
,. dially partitioned sections.
The: investigated sample is •°
,
into the center sectoon.
The ves:rl is then placed Into "
,•je cell, and the radiance of al! samples is exc.Ited "nm':'t;:.
ly.
By compar~ng the lumtnescenc:.c intensity of all ntani:-:.
samples and the investigated one, we can determine the con,
t.on of the investigated material In the sample.
Accur:-.y
:•;h an analysis does not exceed + 5%.
Qutie often, a qualitative 19minescence analysis of orr'
and products of concentration consists of exciting the radrIh..cf -ontained therein minerals, and of a statistical
counting :"

Such a count gives a percentage of the minera.
their grains.
In the investigated sample. The analysis process itself can :,

jivided into three stages: preparing the sample for analys:&.:;
preparing the compounds for analysis; counting the lumine:;c-wr
grains of the minerals.
Preparing
the. sample
analysis
consistssize.
of preparing
the batches
consisting
of for
grains
of a similar
For th!.s.
purpose, the investigated sample should be ground and spread
'.n a thin, several millimeter high layer. The layer is then
divided into equal squares. A certain equal portion of tne
substance should be then taken off each square mixed togEthow:,
and tne final batche prepared. When working with non-lum.nr-F:,r.,
minerals, the grain should be chemically processed so t!it
n
luminescent film will form on their surface.
The second stage consists of' preparing the compoun~is :'
analysis.
For this purpose, a square of certain size shoul • .?
cut out from a graph paper, and pasted on a slide. On Its
other side, the glass shall be covered with a thin layer ol'
glycerine, and then pressed against the smoothed surface of' the
investigated sample. In reslut, a mono-layer will form on the
glass, consisting of grains of the investigated sample; here,
the grains will stick only within the pasted square.
The analysis will be finished with counting the grains
of the investigated mineral. For this purpose, the thus n.eT:':c,,;
compound is placed into a cathod#. .ell where the radian'ir
thfý
:adianue of the luminescent components of the sample will,
excited. A Binocular shall be placed above the cell win;;:,.
the number of the luminescing grains can be then easily cou:.''.1.
and the percentage of the mineral determined.
As to its accuracy, the luminescence analysis of min-:.r!.
equals the chemical analysis. However, it is much more s.mr2.e,
takes considerably less time, and thus gets the preference.
One should point out that the minerals, same as the Crystasc
phosphori, are producing a characteristic, protracted after-:..'ance which fades away by a hyperbolic law (18.7). The fau:ng'.'
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6way process, defined by the magn!,.., of! the "x.nvtpnt
.nus, de -:3n .isp Ir
'ry
- cha'acteristic for a mi.neral.
gnalyata not just their spectra" .:omposition and th- "ur.
Intensity of' the minerals) but also the tts process ,f f,:`n
away.
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CHAPW 21
The USIaXecece Analysis of Detection
114.

Detetion of the Ivisilel ibdiance

A separate section of the luminsence analysis presents the detection~
of and the research os roAdations invisible to the ham eye - the infrered, the ultra-violet and the X-ray, and also these formed during the radioactive disintegration and nuclear reactionss.
As we know, a protracted radiance
of the inr-red mey.
of of~etiecrtiomlIs associated with a thermal liberatios of the exrsaohp
~ ~ ~~-th
cited electroas from the localization levels, The Illumiation, of the excited crystals
er
by infra-red rays will, also. liberate the electrons
from the levels of loealinatiea and speed up their fading. Two alternat ives
art possible here. In the first came, the liberated electross perfam emanating transitions which lead to an explosion of luineecencet in the second
alternative, the 9eletreas rater. to their ass-oexted state with asosma
tion, make the luminseceac* to fMet the latter -hees-o censists in dark ening of these spots of the crystalophospbori surface where the radiation
has been, direected. Moth of the above phemmeta saf be utilised for recording the inf ra-zed Bole.

Soe optical exlosion sam be observed particularly clearly Is crystalophoephori with deep levels of localisation frau which, at a room temperature,
the electess cannot liberate thesealves without any outside help. These
excited, but not luafescing In the normal cenditoms, phspbort when subjected to Infra-red Me.s will produce a bright explosion. Soey are cailed
the explosive phesphori. The explosive characteristics are proper to the
alkali-earth crystalophomphori (CaS, US.' eto.) with two or sore of the rare
earth activators, for instance with Ce and So (pee. radiance) or with Ua
and So (oraage-colored radiance). The explosive phosphri permit detecting
an 9fare-rod. radiation up to 'Xw lpa. Crystalophospbert Is which the Infrred rays would extinguish their luminescence, are cailed the faimig-away
bompsori. These properties are characteristic to, for swmle,, the sinesulfide orystalophesphri activated by copper and cobalt (USB - On - Co).
The detectioa of the iafra-red rays Is of te performed by mo of the.
so called, "electroe-icoptical coaverters. In this eowe, see should meed
a lmineecent screen sensitive to Wsra-red rans. Newser, with this mosthod
of investitionmousd, the screea 's radiance winl be excited not in result
of a direct action of the investigated iaf re-red radiation, but due to
election forced out ef the apparatus plotocatbede by the infra-red ray.
The meet simle elosetramic-eptleal conertorte sinas" ats a vauu diaeharge tube with a phatoosatd inside. mwe investiputd num of infraIt will
red moo shall be pro jec ted so the photocathode free ube mfaet
of electric field,
Soe latter wre thean sped up by @
tors e t olostem.
___ase mare.. which will staft prodwing a visible
and directed note a

An Iwo of difffrent ebjects Is the infrar-m rays am be
also projested onto the pbotoeathde of as ele*tolse-eptical onaverter.
Under the
lnfmroA radiation, a vie-ble iag. of the inveetigFted object
will appear
on the lu.neeequt n.rom.
of t •e.
the
ultra-violet can excite moet
of thW lunines"Gat semboatas,
h
performiag
a qualitatlva obervot4so
of tW mltra-violet rediatioe,
they use wetly the lumml glass in Which it
will mite an Iateasive, Vess luminesceoce.
Nweter, when transferring
aft4tl4

Iate the msne Wt

< 300 80. the radiance intensity of this type of

gla•s
dop
"
marwdl due to an acute absorption of short-nveo portion
of the ultra-•ielet speetrom by the glass itself.. For quantitative
metoring, the MOWyl #la
is net fit enough as their a&eorption in the ultraviolet part ef the speetru i* Irregular. It is mobh more
oeavenient to use
the fused quarts glow wbhih contains Co. A oerom quarts
produces an intonive, blue rudioane formed Ahem excited by light with 'A.
fram 30 down to
25O up , and We a suffticiently muifor absorption capability
ever the
entire opeetml range Indicated above.
For rIo rding the smwnutiun located in the #acum ultra-violet
portion

of the opectzm (with X

1

aup ), the oriamry pbotopephic materials

are ast suitable duo to a hig absorption of the radiation
by the platine
layer. Soe above dffieulty ca be ovsroane by *overing the
uhoto-uinlalon
by a thin layer of industrial 1ll the latter's Luineocence
exeited by the
short-ave, ultra-violet emaation will blacken the photographic
film.
N tt
eoro.
The 1-ray radiation eicites the luminescence of
anomrew rystapoi
dMiri,
different types of glass diamonds and other sonorpuie sompsaa. TSe radiace is being excited by fast
electroas tom
off the eleotromic hehll of the ateom or moleculos by the X-rays.
The X-ray
radiatim eona be registered either visually (the Dentgenoseopy)
or
on a
.hoto film (the boemastmSepy). For the use in boentgenoscopy,
they maufacture lumnesoent Peutgon screens consisting of a thin
layer (- 0.2 0.4 m) of powdered erystalopho•phori applied to either a
cardboard or plastic padding by means of a transpartnt glue.. hadiace of suoh
soreens should
be inertia-free so that one could clearly see the outlines
of a moving object, for instance, those of a pulsating heart. To obtain
a clear imge of
minute details of the object, the screen should be highly
diocriat-aating,
a feature which can be attained by using a finely --ro=4 powder.
The Bentges sorte*ens

d in

the boeattenoscopy &re ma-e

-f

cryst.a..

posphori vwhich produce either ye'low-green or reer- raditt-,v,
tW both of
which the uman eye Is mmt maitlve. Usually they a"' mure
of eitk.e
sine vallee
(US) or phosqorl mixed with
..e - W W,
They use kg
an an astuater.

Se bestges sresam used In lbntgesogriaphy for amplitioation
of the
phot
phe sptio ef X-rays, are being made of CaVO4, XVO or Z-S.Ag.
They peoce a blue or a blue-violet rsdiance.Vbss
periupsee4 en a photofilm, the amplifying ocresa adbou.ld be e"cited by X-rayui
their rdiamsce
will affect the
t-qmualim several timee strisger than a dirtet illimnetied. Ylbs, the duratinm ef the exposure can be drstieoaily
redued.
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Detection of elemntr pa~rticles and -_ro...
By way of luminescence,
one can register the flowa of protons, d.utross, electons, neutrons, positrons.
mesons, a -particles and I -rays.
Vhea any of the above particles Is passive through a luminescent organic or non-organic substance, it will excite

a great number of their radiance centers whose eoaneation wll produce a flarrh
of luninescenc* •alled the "scintillation." For example, a single * -particle
can excite -• lo centers of radiance. The luminescent substances with the
nbovo characteristics, ar called the "scintillators." The scintillation
can be detected and measured by using a scintlilation counter which cona'.sts
of a sciatillator and a photo-amplifier recording the individual light iapulses.
Similarly to the lboentgenoluminescence, a radiolminoscence is being
excited hy secondary electrons which formed dwa. to particles hitting a
scintillator.
The scintillators can consist of some crystalophosphori, orpamic monocrystals, solutions of orgsmic substances, or of special types of plastic.
The most widespread acm-organic scintillators are the zinc-sulfida
cryttalopbosphori activated by either copper (ZnS.Cu,7.max a 520 up ) or
silver (ZnS.Ag, ;.

a

450 up ).

When the exmitation is by 4 -rays or

other highly ionising particles, the energy output of their radisace can go
up to 25%. Novever, due to their high dissipation, such pulverized scintillateor are mot too effective for registration of 7' -rays.
Noreover, they
produce a comsidorable after-nadiance (Cr ; 10-7 sec.), and thus hampers the
measuring of the individual scintillations.
For detection of slew neutrons, they are using a mixture of ZnS-Ag with
2 03, where the Neutrons are being trapped by the boron, and 4 -particles
are being separated vhich will excite the radiance of ZnS.Ag,
When meoering the flow of fast neutrons, good results are being obtained by using mixture of Um.S and polystyrene.
For registering the Y -rays, one can use
the transparent alkali-haloid mono-crystals (Mal, KI, LiI, ClI) activated
by T1.
Most of these crystals are hygroscopic; to protect thum from moiature
they should be covered with a film of light oil. The ? -scintillators can
also consist of KX.?T powder aixed with a -bromonaphthalene, or crystals
of calcium tungstate (CaWO 4 ) and cadmium tungsetato (CdVOQ).
Ponocrystals
!aI-Tl are being used for registration of protons and deutroas.
shows the characteristics of me non-organic scintillators.

Table 30

Doteimtric metering of 7' -emission can be carried out also by observing
the thetroolineecence brilgtaens ( 96) of
ome of the crystals (for ra_-ple,
L1.F,; in identical coni.4,me of experimenting, the thermoluminoecence 1i
proportional to the number of 9 -rays absorbed.
The above method Ic being
used for medical prposs, Lu determining the intensity of the laterual
emanation in caacor-eick people treated with radioactive isotopes.
Sli,
water-inuolzble crystals of LLY were wallowed by the patient, and them retrieved after two days.
The itttssity of their theruaolvatnencace me t.*'.
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compared with that of the crystal Which ha. been previously exposed to a
predetermined dose of X-ray.; by coumarison, one ca: determine the dose,
in Rloentgens, to which the patient has been exposed.

I

Table 39
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>10-6
>10-4
> 10-9
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0.3
>5
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-6...0.
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1- Basic characteristics of some non-organic acintillatore
2- FLhsahorns
3- Average weve-length of the emisslon spectrum, in up&

e- 0~tpst of ezargy, in %
5-T in of fading ,ut, in sec.
6- SrIM*-venr
7- White
8- Blue, ultra.-violet

Aslo, known is the metthod of dosimetering the ? -emanation, bWsed on
which, vhen subjected to
the utillxatA-! of exvlodizg phosphori SrSeEu-.
In this
the infra-red radia
i, will produne a bright flash of -adiance.
came, the phosphorous anould be preliminaril.v excited by the inveitigoted
flux of 9 -rays, and then exposq1 to infra-red Tays. The brightness of
the thus created flash uill pertit evaluating the 4ose of the - -rodiation.
The auove method allows meaiuring ,he inteneity of the -? -radiation
A similar techin a very vid# range.
From 0.005 up to 1,000 roentgens.
nique can be applied to metering th3 intnsity of the P-radiation, as well
as the flow of the clow neutrons.
and 7P -rays, one can use
When refglatcring the elementary pasitic,
of anthracene, stilbene, terphonyl, tojane, naphthalene
the sono•rystal
The above crystals provide a Oide reani some other organic substances.
solving capability in tine, as the duration of their scW-tillation is
1&4 sec.
Their ahcrtconing consists of a lack of proportion between the

Table 40 shows the

radiance intensity and the energy of hitting pafticles.
characteristics of some of the orgnnic scintillatorm.
Table 40
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4

-3.10--

410

-2

7.10-'

415

>2

-10-8

390o

>2

345-

1 ..

7.10-,

.

1- Ylin characteristics of some of the organic scintillatorm
2- Mame of substance
3- St-uctural formula
4- ,..erape wva.-length of the emission spectuo, 1a*
5- Output of energy, in %
6- Time of fading out, in seo.
7- Anthracene
8- Stilbone
9- Terphenyl
10- Thlane
11- Naphthalene
The part of scintillators can be played also by the solutions of some
organic substances (psrmterphenyl, 2.5 - diphtayloxazole, phenyl -a- napthygram/liter. Xylene, phenycyclolaxine, etc.) vith a concentration of -5
hexane, toluene, bemnene and some other organic substances can serve h-:
solvents. Smetimes, into such a solution they are adding a moll awoi:rt
of a s•cond orpnic substance whose spectrum of luminescence ie shifted
toward the long wares, an aapimt the speotrum of the main ombstance. These

admixLtures are called
reaonance transfer of
th'fou~gh the dissolved
registered. In this
the son* of a mmximus
tration.

the "spectrum dimplacers." In the above system, a
tke excitation energy proceeds from the solvent,
substance, to thae admixture whom& radiance will be
a.yq one can shift the spectrum of scintillation into
sensitivity of the photo-omplifier used for the regis-

for regletration of nuclesi radiations, they use also plastic scintillatori into which they have introduced sow* luminesceat organic substance
(Faraterphenyl, 2.3 - diphenyloxazole, and many others). In the plastic
scintillaturs, the part of spectrum displacera is being played usually by
the quaterphenyl, tetraphenybutadiene, and other substances. In their
characterist-i.ce, the plastic scintillators resemble other organic scintillators.
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The Luminescer-,e Analysis of Detection as Applied in Biology and
Medicine

As mentioned abovei, the cheuwcal analysis of luminescence is being
widely used for determination of vitamins, hormones, pigments and other 4ruportant biological substances. Equally widespread in both biology and m'dicine, are the methods of the luinescence analysis of detection.
Luiecn
irmW
At present, of particular importance are
the lus1nescent-micromiopic investigations concerning either the natural
radiance of analyzed object or the radiance of a sample which has been peelisinarily colored with dyes called the "fluorochromes." The lattor can bq:
the xa~nthene, thiazine, quinoline and acridine dyestuffs, some luminescent
pigments (chlorophyll, porphyrin), and a number of organic compounds.
'"he natural radiance is being utilized for the luminescent-microscopic
research on vitamins A, ~2', ~69 scie derivatives of vitamin B1 , nicotine
acid and a number of other compounds. Here, one can follow the precipitation of these substances in various organs or in individual cells, and also
one can observe their transformations duiring the actifi life of the organism.
The use )f t~he fluorochra-ming method considerably widened the possibilities of the luminescent microscopy. Nlow, concrete Images can be obtained, and even the smallest details of the investigated object can be
investigated regardless of its naltural luminescent properties. Of particulItr Importance is the circumstance that some dyes, while being adnorbod by
tissues, cells and thei- varioua parts In a different manner, when st',:bJected
to exciting beazs, will produce a very contrasting, multi-colored picture.
For instance, after a cell has been colored with aurophoaphine, the
protoplasm will produce a dark-greten radiance, the nuclei-light green, the
chondriososes - orange, and the fatty matter - blue.
Ot the other band, after having bpen fluorochromed with acridixte,

orange dye, the dead cells will produce a bright-red ltioinoucence, the live
ones - a bright green, Thus, they can be easily discerned from each other.
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A similar method is being nse in diagnostics on cancer. In this case, the
radiance of fluorochrome allows a faultlesw distinguising of the healthy
cells from those affected by cancer.
The eUhod of Fluorochromans the Live Or1anisms.
Considering the
extremely high sensitivity of the luminescent method for the purpose of
coloring they arp using highly diluted solutions of the fluorochromes
(C-'1iO- - 5.10"0 moles/liter) which can only slightly affect chemically
the investigated object notably the organism cells. Thus, by either the
intravenous or subcutaneous injection one can fluorochrome the individual
organs of huwan beings and adnimlal while they are alive, an achievement
which is extremely important for the biological research. By using the
above method, one can study the structure of cells, and follow their changes
during various functional conditions of the organism. For instance, ky
fluorochroming the live cells with the acridine orange dye (C-1:1-I02) one
can observe the conditions of cells of the brain cortex of various creatures,
thus detecting the finest structural elements of the brain tissue.
A technique has been worked out for makin• icro-motiom pictures of
the fluorochromed, simplest living organisms. These pictures turn out to
be essential when studying the biological influence on organism of the
ioniziag emanation.
Dy sme of the fluorochroming one can follow the relocation and
tramsfo•
ation of various substances in members, tissues and cells of a
living organim. When carrying out a research on a living body of animals,
the flusrochrome is either applied to the bare surface of the member, or injected. The blood straw carries the fluorochroue over the ntire body,
and vhen illu.•ated with ultra-violet rays, the substance wi1l luinneasc
brigttly coloring spots of the skin and mucuous membrane. The fluorochroming method is also being used in the research on circulation of blood
and other lipWido in the body.
The Luminescence Method of Di,•osing Various Diseases.
For the
"purpose 71diagostics, one crtn, by using the fluoro.hroming, detect various
bacteria. Por instance, by using the auramine dyes or the acridine yellow,
one can detect the bacillus of tuberculosisl the coryphosphine permits
watching the bacillus of diphtheria; berberine sulfate- the bacteria of leprosyl rivanol successfully reveals the plammodia of malaria and some spirocoamta. Minute numbers of bacteria can Le detected by means of the poeudoisocyaninchloride which, though not producing m natural luminescence when
in solutions, becomes adsorbed on the bacteria surface. After having been
treated with fluorochromes, the luminescence of related bacteria may turn
out to be similar. In order to distinguish one from another, they use the
extinguahNrs of luminescence; in this way, one can either weaken or fully
extinguish the radiance of one type of bacteria, while the other goes on
producti
an unchanged luminescence.
The luminescence analysis can be used for determination of existence
of the esacerogmess substances, and thus to take the suitable steps in
order to protect the bkm life. For the purpose of diasacatico,
the
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patients receive intravenously the fluorescein.

In a healthy man,

thr

latter starts separeting in 50 - 70 hours.
When a malignat swelling is
existing, this tine will increase to 2,000 hours. There are also kn,-)wn
methods which allow to diapose the cancerous swellings directly on the
"operation table. Here, they either watch the natural luminescence of the
affected orpas, or fluorochrose them with a fluoroscein dye.
By their
specific radiance, one can establish the outlines of swelling spread and
thus determine the location of the metastasis.
This method requires a highly
purpose; it can be obtained
excitation
the
for
light
intensive ultra-violet
from a special floodlight equipped with lamp, type SVDSh-250, and screened
with the UNS-4 filter.
By this method one can determine a hard-to-be-deteoted cancer of pleura, and also distinguish various types of skin cancer.
The luminea•cence methods represent a great aid to the surgeon also in
other types of operation. For example, when operating on the brain tumor,
by using the nuorescein one can distinguish the normal tissues from those
tumorous, and also establish if they are malignant or benign.
Daring transplantation of akin, a fluorescein solution should be introduced into the
patient's blood; in this way, one can determine the extent to which the
traeaplantad tissue has taken roet, and if a normal blood circulation is

being maintained therein.
The laineoceut analysis of detection is widely used for controlling
the quality of various drupg, and for repqerch on their usefulness.
It is
also used in dermatology. When subjecting the affected skin areas to ultraviolet zoos, one can immediately establish the type of disease and the outlines of its spread. For instance, by fluorochroming with an acridine orange
dye, ema. n reliably distinguish different types of the akin cancer and
saroeos.
%vally important are the luminescence methods for the pathological
anatom anad in the criminology.
116.

The Luinescence Analysis of Detection as Applied in Industry

Detection of Defects by Lviinescence
In various branches of industry, the methods of the defect detection
by luminescence became widespread; they permit detecting the minutest
cracks and defects on the surface of industrial products.
The superiority
of the luminescence method over the others consists of its versatility;
the luminescence methods can be applied to parts made of any material, or
of any shape and size, regardless of the type and quality of the surface
machining.
There exist several methods of defect detection by luminescence.
The
most widespread of then consists of the following procedures.
The part to
be investigatt4 should be first washed in benzine in order to remove any
greaes
from its surface.
Any slag shou.ld be recoved by sanding. After
the part has been 4ried, its surface should be covered by a luminescent
mixLure (for exmple, a solution consisting of kerosene, bensine, t ansformer oil and a dye of eroe-golden defectole) which within a short tim.
(,10-15 win.) will penetrate into all pores and defect. of the uruface.
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Next, the mixture should be washed away by a iater stream for 5 - 10 seconds. The part dried out by a n+reaa of hot air, its surface sprirkled i0th
a desicated, thoroughly ground silica gel (3032) which vill absorb the
solution which got into the oraekes, and bind vith the surface tightly. Then
the silica gel should be removed by shaking the part, and blowing; it will
stay o1ly inside the cracks where it remains moist. When the object is
then illuminated with ultra-viclet rays, the luminescing sones around th'
cracks will be distizretly visible on the 4ark background.
The above technique allows detecting cracks up to 1 px. deep. The observation is quite easy as the luminescing strip is usually about 10 times
wider than the crack itself. It has been ascertained by Karyakin, that the
silica gel will not start radiating iediately but after a certain delay
called the "detection period." The detection period depends on the depth
"h" of the crack, and varies from 30 seconds (deep cracks) up to V0 ainuteos
(small cracks, ~ ,p deep). By measuring the time "t" until the lmnescent
strip will becom visible, and the #strip width 1, from the curvas (figure
212, a and b) one can quite accurately determine the depth h and the nature
of the crack an the surface of the investigated part.

ID

Figxre 212.
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4*

Frigur

213.

Width 1 of the fluorescirg atrip as a funotic..a of the
crack depth hi
Detection period t as a function of the crack depth h.
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Pletur, of detail with cracks invisible to hmn ey* detected
by luminescence.
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ty reans of luminescence,

Figure 213 showns a part on whose surface,
tected cracks invisible to a human eye.
*

werc do-

In a smiliau way, one can detect through cracks in pipes and other
tubular surfaces. For this purpose, their inner surface should be coverrd
After having subjected their outer surwith a luminescent composition.
face to ultra-violet rays, on the dark background of the detail$ all the
through cracks and dafects will be distinctly visibile.
Another method of detection is applicable cnly to products made of
This method is
material with magnetic propertiea (steel, cast iron).
pulverized
magnet is
defect
detection
where
of
that,of
the
modification
Te part to be investigated should be covered with a magne'tc
being used.
suspension consisting of crocus and a luminescent mineral oil. A magnetic
field should be induced in the part. After the electric current has been
cut, the most intensive residual magnetic fields will form on the surface
defects.
As a recult, the luminescent magnetic suspension will settle
along the crack edges, and will become visible when illuminated with ultraviolet rays.
Detection of defects by luminescence plays an important role in the
radio-manufacturing industry when masa controlling the vacuum devices for
leakage. For this purpose, they are using substances (for example, lumogen
orange-red II in trichloroethylene) with an intensive red or orange-red
luminescence whose color will exclude the chance of false alarm considering
that the glass itself, or its chance ingredients, produce a more short-wave
radiance.
A degreased and cleansed specimen should be m.mersed into a luminescent solution which due to capillary forces will, through the leaks,
Next, the solution should be washed away from
penetrate into the device.
the device surface with pure trichloroethylene, and the device illuminated
with ultra-violet rays. The radiance of the luminofore which remained on
the inner surfoce of the device will indicate the leaking place.
By hold!ng the specimen in the solution for longer tire, we c&n detect also the
smeller leaks (Table 41).
Table 41
Nbgnitude of the detected leak as a function of the hoiding time of
5secimen in solution
_
Holding time

Minimum size of the 4
tete
mercury coluin. ce/s.c.)

Minutes

-

I0-3

sours

-

10 4

Several days

--- I0-6

-
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When investigating the products made c' z-my, t•err:i c.;, i',nz:..-. ,
etc., they are making use of the differencp of :iruid a11o:pt:',.
;
porous surface and that vith cracks.
The earri. es susp.?nd-d in tn- ',o
tion, into which the product is being imcerb-a,
are usually nuch 1iArer t?.sn
the material's pores.
When the-material ala'orbs the liquid, the lIninescrnt
particles wll concentrate in the, cra:k ePi settle
along its
Pdgen.
"here
radiance will
reveal the defects in the product rurface.
7i'oe abovc nethm
is being widely used as a quality cont:-ol of the high-voltage insulators.
There are known also other VaiatiO3s Of the defect uetection •:,
luminescence.
Zach of them lead,, to a drastic reduction of faults, and
raises the quality of the manu'actured products.
This kind of defect detection is particularly impoTLant for the manufacture of steam turbines,
aviation and reactive motors, where even an insignificant crack or defect
on the surface can cause a serious break-down when in operation.
In workshops, special luminesc:ence defect detectors do the job.
Otherl'pes of Luminnescence Analysis of Detection
The luminescence analysis has found various apnlications in the indumtry.
The luminescence analysis of detection is being widely used in the
manufacturing of optical-mechanical apparatus where it is for marking

various types of processed glass.
The radiance of glass is

being excited by short-Wave ultra-violet

rays

(-300 - 250 mup) generated by electric spark. The objective of observation is the momentary radiance of the glass (r-' lO- 5 sec.), as well as iis
phosphorescence (.r -o10- 2 sec.) separated by a phosphoroscope.
The radiarce
of the investigated specimens is then compared with that of a set ol zanidards.
Tn this way, one can fast distinguish over 40 types of the optlcal glass.
With certain modifications, the above method can be applied to analysis
on the compesition of emery where the conter.ts of corundum is being det'trmined by counting under a microrcope its
bright ]uzinescing grains easily
discernible from those of the other components.
The luminescence analysi's of detection i. being "sed also in the
rubber industry.
The production of rubber obhects consists of prepara&L•or.
cf u rubber mixture, and its
subsequent 'rul).-:izAticn.
'TIh. rubber mixt-Ir'
consists of caoutchouc Lad different chemicnre whIch imnart to the rubber
product the porosity, elasticity,
flexibilitv, wuter-reaistance, 4cidresistance, etc.
During theo vulcanization, we r.Elter mixtur- .a LeC7
heated together with the vulcanising substancos (for instance. the 'iI,
-.
One can add to the mixture also the vulcartation accelerants, and olw
some substance which will protect the rubber from an early deterioration.
All the components should enter the mixture in a rigidly maintained proportion if the required propertles of the finished product are to be as expected.
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Most of the rubber components can produ:e luminescence, and thi'
feature is being used for control of the entire process and its individual
etages, and also the check-up on the finished products.
For exampla, by
the color of their respective radiance, the rubber mixtures can be sorts 1,
the existence or lack of a saufficient amount of the vulcanization accolprants determined, a natural or artificial deterioration of rubbor-cortrolel:,
etc.
In the textile industry, the.luminescence analysis is being used for
Brightly
controlling the quality of colored designs printed on fabrics.
luminescert dyes (fluorescein and betanaphthol) are being introduced into
the coloring mixtures, and the fabrics are being looked over in WlraIn this way, o*.L, can continurays directly while being printed.
violet
ously control the quality of the obtained design. and considerably reduce
By usinr the luminescence, one can control the dyes,
the number of rejects.
detect greasy spots on fabrics, etc.
The luminescence analysis of detection is also used in the rulp and
The intensity and color of the radiance indicaton '-he'paper industry.
tent of decay in the technical cellulose, allows distingulshiun the blca-hc4
Moreo/er,
pulp from the unbleached one, young timber from the old one, etc.
one can determine the moisture - and oil-resistance of the paper by watcIng under an ultra-violet'light how it absorbs the luminescing, waterdiluted solutions, mineral oils or fats colored with luminescent piguentq.
The luminescence analysis of detection is being used also in o:hir
For example, in the chemical industry it controls
branches of industry.
the quality of liquid oxygen and detects lubricating oils which got into
it from coopressors during the air-liquefying process; likewise, the lu_nescence analysis of detection controls the allowable contents of nil vrou •ducts in water in steam boilers. a iactor •icn affects their corrt
tion. By observing the rediance on the edges of the insulating hoer r-ubbr,
from the speed and penetration depth of the oil or crude oii, or.ne c•n 'va The luminescence analysis of detection A3 al-o
ate its resistance to both.
very helpful in the diamond mining industry where a characteristic r3ýiiarce
excited with X-rays, allows an easy separation of diamonds from other minorals and rocks.
i17.

Tho Luminescence Analysis of Detection as Applied in Agriculture and
Foodstuff Industr

Te luminescence analvyis
The Luminescence Analysis of Food Products.
of detec'on in being used for sortinp food produ:ts, seeds, vego'tabire,
etc.
,
.-nn detect w.,_- th.. fooJ
By the color of their luminesce.nce o,
ducts start rotting long before it becomes ;'e-ible under L.i, crdIr-."
Such preliminary sorting allows a Protractei stor-ge of rroduzts, a:.
,-The methods applii
also useful in the manufacture of canned food.
The product to be analyzed is simply illumina,1 w.-,
are simple and easy.
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either ultra-violet or short-wave visible rays.
In southern parts of t'..
country, the sun rays are used for exciting the radiance.
in that ca:-,
the products should be placed in the sun luminoscopes (see 105).
":,
this way, nne can detect the ,arly stage of ro.ting in cucumbers, beans,
cabbage, potatoes, oranges, mandarins, and other vegetables and fruits.
Moreover, healthy vegetables can be distinguished from those affected by
fungus, sold, eurygaster or frost. For instance, fresh mandarins produce a
dark orange luminescence; those affected by sold invisible to the human 'ye
will luminesce in the affected spots with a blue light.
Also the quality of other food products can be controlled by meane of
their luminescence.
For example, the flour grade can be established by th.e
color of its radiance.
The *ore bran it contains, the sore intensive its
radiance which will turn fr•m light blue into dark blue.
Ergot can be eas.ily
detected in the flour by its yellow-orange luminescence.
By using the ultraviolet rays, one can also control milk, eggs, egg powder, fish, etc.
Determining the Germinating Power of Seeds.
Using the luminescpnc"
analysis, one can by elimination, establish toe seed germinating power of
various agricultural crops as well as species of tree.
It turned out that
the radiance color of seeds of oats, wheat, barley, corr, flax, fir,
pine,
cedar, etc., depends, to a great extent on their germinating power.
For a
better contrast, the cross-*sctions of the germs can be colored by various
fluorochromes.
For example, the barley germ is being colored with a 1%
soda solution of the rhodamine 6ZhDI dye.
The germinating seeds of barley
produce a bright yellow radiance, the germs of wheat-yellow.
In either
case, the seeds incapable of geroinating produce a dull-brown luminescence.
Another technique is based on the use of fluorochromes - indicators
which change their radiance when changing the magnitude of their pH; this
change occurs always in the germs of different germinating power.
For instance, the gerse of barley and wheat should be colored with a water-alcohol
solution of dimethylnaphthorhodine (C z 1.10-3 gram/milliliter).
After the
above treatment, under an ultra-violet light, the germinating seeds will produce a bright, light-yellow radiance, the non-germinating ones - a dull,
pink-orange luminescence.
Similar methods permit determining the giruiration of seeds of the corn, flax and oats.
Particularly important is the luminescence analysis in the control
c; the tubere of potato which, after they have been stored for certain
S-iodm, are bing used for planting. Here, one can determine variou!. ci:xi0es
of tne potato, as well as detect the frozen tubers; the frost-bitte' motproduce a whitish-blue radiince easily discernible on the barkgrow.d of 'n
yellow or gray-brown luminescence of a healthy tuber.
118.

Detection of the Ridden Currents

Investigating the Water Current.
An extremely high sensitivity -f
the luminescence methods facilitates the detection of a subterraneaz= link
between rivers and water reservoirs. For this purpose, sowe tens of liters
of concentrated solution of any brightly luminescing dye (for instance, thfluorescein) abotld be dropped into one of the water reservoirs; at certain
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intervals; fro. another reservoir, samples of water are being taken for
analysis. Providedi the two reservoirs are interconnected, the samples wiij
reveal the presence of the luminescent dye. The above method ýias been uried
to prove a link -atween the two biggest European water systems: '%,hat of the
rivers Rhine and Danube. The coloring of the water with luminescent dyes,
ia also us~ed in t-& research on water currents in the existing models of
hydrotechnical installations.
Inv~estlgtin& the Air Currents. The luminescent substsances are being
used for investigating the characteristics of air currents existing along
the wind tunnels. For exanple, when studying the distribution of pressures
in a wind tunnel, at preasures -~ 50-20t& of mercury column, observation is
bein~g carried out on the after-radianco of pases (air, argon or helium) which
haye be~n preliminaril~y excited with a high-frequency discharge. When the
gas travels. from the disobarg into the wind tunnel, the distribution of its
density became. clearly discernible in the wipersonic shock waye.
Invostiaetinit the ?ranfer of 5iitstances in Dioloalcal Objects and in
Plants.
Similar methods are being used ra the biological research and ia
Mhe stud.7 on physio~logy of plants. In the former case, solutions of harmless dyes (floores.,ein) A". introduced into the blood stream of an animal
or h~an being, and then one can watch how a substance is traveling - in
the orpmaism. In the ultra-violet light, right through the skin, one can
see t~le spread of the fluorescein. After the, fluc-roscein has been injected
intravenously, and after a certain time necessary for blood circulation,,
individual orgams (.yalida,, lips, tonigma) eill, Waopt * greenish-yellow
color. Thus, ase can determine the blood zirc~atltion t~ze of healt~hy people
and those with h..Art condition,, In diseasis affe-ting the peripheric vamoulsj systuil, so radiance appsa~r in thea places wit-A' to weakened blood circulat'.ca. Thb.s featlur* is being used in diagnauiitcs eovcerning rz. upmot
blood circla~tion.
ALialar technique* &re being applied for Lnvesttgeting th1o transfer
of saibetances in living VlAntm. Tht dye used for celoring should produco
a lumseacence dractically different than that of the plant tissues. Usuaally, they take either fluorescein or esculin which produce an intensive
pveen or blue radiance,, respectively. The dyes are being introiuced into
the plant in form of a wator or gelat~ini. sclution. In an ultra-, 4 olet
light, one *an see the my*"d and the direction of the spreading solution.
The Method of J'azled SaiM..
The national economy is suffering a
great &"r
from silesental relocations of huge masses of sand both, on the
land and under we'~ttr. This disaster can drift over various land installations, washes away and knocks down the coast, formsa shoals and eaandoanka
on navigational rqute.,, etc. In order to fight the above disaster, and
also when building #As hMrbors, hydropower stations, etc., it is no-:e'NW.ry
to anticipate the relocation of sand masses for a long period ahead.
These forecasts can be composed by using the method of marted sauds,
worked 2ut by Y~tveev. The grains of naatura'l sand should he coated ve th a
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thin layer of transparent material containing & brightly luminescent substance. Frow severtl kilograms up to soveral tons of the marked sand are
introduced into .he sand ass.
After a certain time has passed, at various
distances from the place the marked sand bas been dumped, samples of soil
should be taken and exposed to an ultra-violet light.
In this way, *orked
eand grains can be detected in the soil, even if they are strongly diluted
as, for instance, .- 1l:lO . By counting the number of the luminescing
grains, we can determine the rolrtivo amount of the marked sand in the
sample.
Thus, oe can determine the direction, width of the front, the zone
of the maximum intensity, speed and distance covered by the reloaeated
natural sand.
If the "aple contains a high percentage of the marked sand, it will
become hard to count the lminesoing grainA.
Here, the analysis should be
carried out in a different way.
The sand should be colored with fluorescein, 2.2' - hydraziphenyl beasozazole or other lminescent substance which
through non-vater soluble, will form brightly luminescent liquids in the
alkaline water solutions. Eaoh smple of soil should be washed with water
to that all soluble ingredients are removed, and then treated with 1%
solution of easutic soda. The moil will then be filtered and spin
Muhed
in watorl next, the radiance intensity of the filtrate should be compared
with that of the standard solutions containixg a knon concentration of
the Mae Ilxineut
substances.
By uing the above smthod, one a. deo
tect the mated mad when diluted in the sample inlproportiou of-1:
77.
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uMinescence Analysis of Detection as Applied to Paleontology, Arche-

ology and CrimizetIMThe luinneoce anaa1vis of detection is very helpful in the paleontooIgizal, areheologioal aed ocriinological research.
Being highly sensitive,
siaplo, and ftt,
it beeam irreplaceable in such investigations.
Another
importAnt feature is that in the process of analysis, the investigated cbject in not subjected to any destruction or modification, and remains in
Ite original form after the analysis has been terminated.
2he LXnineoenece A••s
of Detection in Paleontolo *. Here, the
lumineemence analysis is used for investigation on imprints of ancient
animals and plants in the sedimentary rock.
In daylight, these imprints
seet to be wa"be out. When illuminated with ultra-violet light, the imprints start nIýnoeciug, and thus one can see the structural details of
the prehistoric aimala and plants.
The LTaaInesonce Analysis of Detecti•n in Archeology.
In archeologieal investigF
eas, the luinoescence allows the deteruination of worn-out,
faded or eroded spots in ancient manuscri-ta and doouments.
Usually, it
is sufficient to illminate the affected areas with ultra-violet rays.
Newever, if the letters have becn vritten in ink containizg sniline dyes
(methylese violet, &ethylene blue), the above method does not produce a
satisfictory result.
Them, the lafra-red luminescevne of the document
shoual be exoited by the viai' 1e rays of a powerful incandescent laup, aud
a picture of the 4eassmat takea.
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In this %%y, one can restor* the text which became Invisible in ordinary conditions d~ze to fading of the dye contained in the ink. The above
method will also rtveal the faded areas of a 1ypewritten text. By using
* the luminescence, one can also detect the early stages of the paper being
affected with fungue. Luminescence is being applied in laboratories for protecting or restorin t various documents..

the Lumin~sceneti Anal sie of Detection in CriminoloCL. Particularly
important asthe l'i4,teacenc* analysis for criminology, forensic chemistry
and forenaic medicine. It is being widely used in the court practice whore
it ummistakenly detects various forgeries, erasures and other traces of
foul play. These mnethods at;-* based on illumination of the objects with
ultra-violet rays, and watching their radiance. As a rule, each substance
produces its cwn characteristic luz~ineecence. For example, it is almost
Impossible to find two types of paper which would produce a similar radiance. In this way, one can establish the authenticity of valxtablle document., notes, shares, etc. The *inuttat tampering becomes visible to a
naked eye. Particularly distinct, are t?., marks~ on a wator-lined paper.~
Figure 214 serves an an illustration. Th* forgery of the date is clearly
visible in the picture.
In a similar way, one can detect also other typeo of forgery. As we
know, the surfaice of marble, bone, glass and other matvinal., after it has
been exposed to air for a long time, starts producing itcharacteristic
luminescence which only slightly resembles the radianc#, of recently manufactured objects. In this way, one separates the~ authentic art objects
from forgeries of a more recent origin. Similarly, oue can detect the
traces of taspering with old paintings, invisibl* in a daylight but easily
recopaizable in the ultra-violet rays. Thus, one can verify the original
signature of the paiater, a&d also study the history of the painting; by
observing the ra4iance of paints applied after the work has been finished.
The luminescence analysis can reveal the text of a letter written with
the ink Inviuible under ordinary conditions. Figure 214 b, shows a picture
of such a letter whose text is clearly visible under the ultra-violet light
(white letters on a &.rk background). One can also restore mnanuscripts
over which ink has been spilled. Here, the text should be covered wi~th a
special luminescent compound, and then illuminated with an ultra-violet
light-dr-k letters of tbe overspillod ares will appear on a brightly
1 aminescent background.
By using luminescence, one can detect various spots on fabric, clothIng and other objects. In this way one can detect spots of blood, saliva,
perspiration, urine, grease, etc. The grease on fingers produce vory clear
liusinescent fingerprints. The luminesce analysis can detect traces of the
gun oil around the bullet bole, compare different fabric thredad, and perfore many other investigations associated with criminology.
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